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Abstract.

Nuclei near the neutron drip line have been studied following the fragmentation of

a 36S beam at an energy of 77.7 MeV lA. The nuclei were separated in-flight using the

LISE3 spectrometer and identified through time of flight and energy loss measurements.

The ,-rays emitted following the ,B-decay of 17B, 18,19C, 20,21N, 240, 25-27F and 28-30Ne

have been measured. The ,B-delayed ,-rays emitted from ten of these nuclei have been

measured for the first time. The ,-ray energy spectra produced from some of the above

nuclei have been compared with shell model calculations and level energies deduced from

transfer reactions where available. Further measurements of half-lives have been performed

on 19B and 29F. From these measurements it ha" been possible to obtain 10glOjt values for

the ,B-decay transitions which have given spin and parity assignments for some of the parent

and daughter states.

Analysis of the ,B-delayed neutron emission data of some of the above nuclei was carried

out in parallel to this work.
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Chapter 1

Aspects of Light Neutron-Rich

Nuclei.

Nuclei possessing neutron/proton ratios radically larger than those of stable isotopes can

exhibit unexpected phenomena such as neutron halos and the changing of the shell clo-

sures. It is only for the lightest elements that nuclei at the neutron drip line can presently

be accessed experimentally and their properties investigated. In addition comparatively

little is known about their radioactive decay characteristics. Such measurements can probe

important details of the underlying microscopic structure of these nuclei. The nuclei close

to the drip line are of particular interest as they should show some unique properties due

to their very small one- or two-particle separation energies.

1.1 The Neutron Drip Line.

TIl(' drip lines represent the point where it is energetically not favourable to keep adding

nucleons onto a nucleus. Xeutrons experience no Coulomb repulsion and as a consequence

the neutron drip line extends farther away from the valley of stability than the proton drip

line, figure 1.1, and the difficulties in synthesising nuclei with such large excesses of neutrons

means t hat only for the lightest nuclei has the drip line been approached for neutron-rich

nuclei.

Mass models can be a useful tool to predict the position of the neutron drip line [Haus 88J

as well as the one- and two- part.iclc separation energies of the nuclei at the drip line. Till'
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Figure 1.1: Chart of the nuclides showing the predicted proton and neutron drip lines

[Haus 88]. The black squares show the stable nuclei. Compared with the proton drip line,

the neutron drip line lies a long way off from the valley of stability for heavy nuclei. Also

drawn on are the positions of the magic numbers 8 and 20 for neutrons and protons.

Bethe-Weizsackesemi-empirical mass formula describes the variation of mass with proton

(Z), neutron (N) and atomic number (A) and is given as

M(A, Z) = ZmH + (A - Z)mn - B(N, Z), (1.1)

where mH and mn are the masses of a hydrogen atom and a neutron respectively B(N, Z)

is the nuclear binding energy which is the energy gained by amalgamating the neutrons and

protons instead of keeping them apart. Alternatively the formula can be written as:

2 2 1M(A, Z) = ZmH + (A - Z)mn - avA +asAs + acZ A-I + aa(A - 2Z)2A-1 + a. (1.2)

The first two terms give the total mass of the protons and neutrons in a nucleus and

the latter terms the total binding energy of the nucleus. The volume term, avA, gives

the binding energy proportional to the number of constituent nuclei; asA ~ is the surface
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correction term; acZ2.4-'j represents the classical Coulomb repulsion of the protons in

the nucleus; aa(A - 2Z)2A-1 reflects the tendency of stable nuclei to have approximately

equal proton and neutron numbers and the final term fJ is a consequence of the pairing

interaction between like-nucleons which is zero for even-odd nuclei; positive for odd-odd

nuclei and negative for even-even nuclei and accounts for the increased stability observed

for nuclei which have an even number of like nucleons.

In terms of the semi-empirical mass formula it is possible to map the region of nuclear

stability with respect to various break-up and transformation phenomena such as ,8-decay

and neutron and proton emission. For the ,8-stability region, the mass formula has the

condition

(
fJM(A, Z))

fJZ A=const = O.

With the increase in neutron excess the binding energy, B, of the last neutron will

( 1.3)

decrease and its value will become extremely small as the drip line is approached. The

heaviest attainable isotope of a given element corresponds to zero neutron separation energy,

or

(dB)- -0
dN Z=const - ,

(1.4)

which corresponds to the neutron drip line [Beth 68].

At the time of writing the neutron drip line has probably been determined for elements

lighter than neon [Tara 97a, Saku 98].

1.2 Neutron Halo Nuclei.

Many exotic structures have been observed near the drip lines and one of the most interesting

discoveries has been that of neutron halo nuclei, e.g. 11Li [Tani 85] which was the first

observed case of a neutron halo. Other nuclei that are considered to have neutron halos are

6Re, 11Be, 14Be and 178 [Tani 96]. A particularly interesting aspect of such nuclei is that,

in some cases, it is a three-body interaction which stabilises the nucleus. That is, for some

halo nuclei, if one-neutron is removed the resulting isotope is particle unstable.

In nuclei near the drip line the separation energy of the last nucleon(s) becomes ex-

tremely small compared with the common 6-8 IVleVin stable nuclei. The one- or two-nucleon

separation energy can be less than 1MeV at the drip line, and this low binding energy can



lead to quantum mechanical tunnelling of the neutron(s) away from the core. The simplest

case is that of a single odd neutron. e.g. 11Be which has a single neutron orbiting a lOBe

core. There are some cases in which the core cannot bind one neutron but can bind two. as

in the case of 11Li, because additional energy is gained from the attractive n-n interaction.

The neutron halo arises from the neutron density distribution which shows an extremely

long tail in loosely bound nuclei, Although the density of a halo is very low compared to the

core, it strongly affects the reaction cross section. By measuring interaction cross sections

Tanihata et al. [Tani 85] yielded nuclear cross sections that were considerably larger than

expected for the A 1/3 dependence that one would expect for approximately constant density

distribution. Figure 1.2 shows that there is a sudden increase in the nuclear radii for 11Li,

11Be, 14Be and 17B. The charge radius in light neutron-rich nuclei in an isotopic sequence

4.0
G--E>He
e---EJU
~--~8e
.-*8

3.5

-..
~---- 3.0
~

2.5

2.0 L- __ ._____..._ --"_--..I._ ......._ ......._ ........_--'-_--'- ........._ .....

5 10 15
A

Figure 1.2: Interacting radii for some light nuclei determined from their interaction cross

sections. The interaction radius (Rd is defined by a i = rr[RI (P) + RI (T)j2, where P

and T are the projectile and target respectively. Sudden increases of matter radii arc seen

for nuclei near the neutron drip line. Taken from [Tani 96].
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should remain essentially constant as neutrons are added and Bertsch et al. [Bert 89J found,

for example, that the charge radii (re) for iBe to l.tBe change by 0.14 fm while the matter

radius (rm) varies by 1.52 fm.

From Heisenberg's uncertainty principle for the space-momentum relationship, the large

size of the neutron halo implies a narrow momentum distribution. Kobayashi et al. [Koba 88]

found that the momentum distributions from the fragmentation of halo nuclei were much

narrower than those from ordinary nuclei.

Except for 11Be and 19C, all known halo nuclei have a pair of neutrons in the last orbital

and these nuclei have therefore a three-body configuration of two loosely bound neutrons and

a core which is more bound. Many three body calculations have been reported [Proc 95J to

study the three body structures of halo nuclei although no experiments have been performed

to study the special three body structures of these nuclei.

1.3 Neutron Rich Nuclei in the Region Around N = 20.

The shell model explains how the nucleus is made up of a series of nuclear shells in a way

analogous to that of the shell structure of electrons in an atom, Shell closures are evident

due to the increase in proton and neutron separation energies at certain numbers and there

is an increase in the energy of the 2+ state in even-even nuclei at the shell closures (called

magic numbers, Z or N = 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, 126). Figure 1.3 shows where the shells arise

as a function of nuclear deformation. Nuclei at the magic numbers should not be deformed.

Only those nuclei away from the magic numbers, in mid-shell should show such a property.

Previous studies of neutron-rich nuclei in the region N ~ 20, Z ~ 10 have concentrated

mainly on the nuclei 3lNa [Guil 84, Klot 93] and 32Mg [Guil 84, Moto 95J. These nuclei are

of particular interest since they both have 20 neutrons which represents a magic number

shell closure in the region of nuclear stability, figure 1.3. Recent experiments on 31Na and

32Mg [Guil 84, Klot 93, Moto 95J have questioned the validity of this shell closure near the

neutron drip line. These nuclei have been shown to have unexpected physical properties:

31Na has an anomalous ground state spin for an sd shell nucleus (3/2+) [Hube 78J; the

excitation energy of the 2+ state in :32~Ig [Detr 79J is only 885 keV, indicating nuclear

deformation. The binding energies of these two nuclei and the two-neutron separation

energy, S2n, values are also higher than expected [Thib 75, Detr 83J. These measurements
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Figure 1.3: Level scheme of the Nilsson model [Nils 55J for protons or neutrons in light

nuclei as a function of the deformation parameter 102. The magic numbers appear at zero

deformation where there are large shell gaps.
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have led to the suggestion of a new region of deformation and to the collapse of the magic

~ = 20 shell closure at the neutron drip line.

Investigations of the anomalies in the A ~ 32 region via the shell model began when

Wildenthal and Chung [Wild 80] showed that the binding energies of the N = 20 Na and Mg

isotones could not be understood on the basis of shell model interactions with the active

orbits constrained to the 2S1/2 and Id3/2 major shell alone. They spoke of an island of

inversion, figure 1.4, with the 1f7/2 and 2P3/2 orbitals being preferentially populated rather

than the expected 2S1/2 and Id3/2 orbitals. Calculations [Watt 81, Stor 83] which included

18
1
16
15
14
13
12
11

Figure 1.4: Partial periodic table high-lighting the" island of inversion" centred on 32Na.

The magic numbers Z = 8 and N = 20 are emphasised with thick lines. Stable nuclei are

shown by filled squares.

intruder states from the Ivf7/2 orbital level led to the correct prediction of the spin of the

31Na ground state. Poves and Retamosa [Pove 87] additionally included the 2VP3/2 orbit

and this led to the reproduction of the experimental results and binding energies. For 31Na,
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the ground state configuration was found to be dominated by a 90 % contribution by two

neutrons from the fp-shell.

A large quadrupole deformation is associated with a large B(E2) value and a low 2+

energy. The much lower measured 2+ excitation energy of 32Mg (0.885 MeV), compared

with other N = 20 isotones (figure 1.5) has led to the prediction of a B(E2) value of 450 e2fm4

for the 32Mg ground state [Fuku 92] with a large admixture of the pf-orbits and to a well

deformed nucleus with a rh deformation of 0.51. This B(E2) value is consistent with that

0.6
I

0.4
Nco,

0.2 ! ! • •
0.0
4.0 •

> • •
Cl) 3.0
:E
----c:t 2.0 •
'-'
tJ.l

1.0 •
0

3~g 3Si 3CS 3~r 40
Ca

Figure 1.5: The deformation parameter rh. extracted from the measured B(E2t) values in

the N = 20 nuclei [Endt 90J. The 2t states of 34Si, 36S, 38Ar and 40Ca appear to have similar

non-collective structures despite the considerable variation in excitation energy [Ibbo 98].

subsequently measured by Motobayashi et al. of 454 ± 78 e2fm4 [Moto 95] by Coulomb

excitation of a 32Mg beam at 49.2 MeV / A on a 208Pb target.

The deformations caused by the neutron orbital inversions increases the binding of the

Z ::: 10-12, N = 20 nuclei but there is conflict as to the origin of these excitations. Storm

et al. [Stor 83] emphasised the effect the large neutron excess has on the effective single-



part iclo Plll'rgi('s. Thov found tha t for Z = 8 or 9. t he effect ive ufi /2 enorgy act ually drops

below the I/d:1/2 (,IH'rgy at \' = 20. whereas Warburton et al. [Warb 90J do not St'e such

a drastic effect hut rat her it diminishing of t he //fi /r//d:3/2 energy gap with neutron ('Xl"('SS

for Z = 8 - 12. They start' that the major factor would appear to be the very strong effect

the T = 0 p-n interaction has on the region in question. De-Shalit and Goldhaber [Shal 53J

and later Federman and Pittel [Fede 79J pointed out the crucial role this interaction has on

forming deformation throughout the periodic table. The interaction is proportional to the

overlap between neutron and proton orbitals and thus is strong when Hp ~ Hn and Lp ~ 171

as is certainly the case for the interaction of the 7rci5/2 orbit with the I/d3/2 orbitals.

The island of inversion is believed to be centred on the eight nuclei around 32Na shown in

figure 1.4 from mass measurements and shell model calculations although what is not as well

known is if the island is formed suddenly [Camp 75J or if there is in fact a gradual variation

in change of the domination of the ground state from sd-shell to fp-shell configurations.

Paves and Retamosa [Pave 94] predicted that the intruders which cause the deformation

become dominant in the ground states of the isotopes of Ne, Xa and Mg for ?\ > 19. The

previously mentioned cases of 31Na and 32~Ig are significant as they show evidence of ;3-

decay from an intruder to a 'normal' configuration as should be the case for 30:,\(, if there

is a sudden change in configuration.

1.4 Measurements of Neutron Rich Nuclei.

The energy spectra of excited levels for certain nuclei reasonably close to stability have been

measured using transfer reactions [Wile 73, Nann 80, Fifi 85, Wood 85, Orr 89J, but rapidly

diminishing cross sections as one moves to more neutron rich nuclei limits the nuclei which

can be studied using this approach. Beta-delayed ')'-ray spectroscopy can probe a different

subset of energy levels and has a greater precision. In principle these decay measurements

can he applied to nuclei right up to the drip line, although this requires that the nuclei of

interest are cleanly and efficiently separated and there is a high detection efficiency for the

radiation that t hose nuclei emit.



Chapter 2

Radioactive Decay.

2.1 Beta-Decay.

The ,8-decay process causes the atomic number of the nucleus to change while the total

nucleon mass number remains constant. The possible ,8-decay processes are, as shown in

figure 2.1: ,8-, the emission of an electron and an anti-neutrino which is from the conversion

of a neutron into a proton in a nucleus; ,8+, the emission of a positron and a neutrino which

is from the conversion of a proton into a neutron in a nucleus or Ee, the capture of an

atomic electron with the emission of an anti-neutrino and converts a proton into a neutron

in a nucleus. Therefore, ,8-decay is a convenient process for an unstable nucleus to transform

+ :
13 :'
: ,.-----
, t

, '
:':' 1.022 MeV

, ", "
\\ ~ - // EC

\'- ---'l
A,Z A,Z+lA,Z-l

Figure 2.1: Schematic showing the three possible ,8-decay processes.

into a more energetically stable isobar, figure 2.2.

10
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Figure 2.2: A schematic of the relative atomic masses of an isobar chain and their possible

(i-decay processes as a function of Z.

2.1.1 Energetics.

For a nucleus to undergo tJ-decay the conservation of total energy requires the mass of t he

initial nuclens to be greater than the final one. The mass of a neutral atom consisting of Z

protons and N neutrons is given by

M(Z, N) = Zmll + Nni; - B(N. Z), (2.1 )

The difference in the masses of the initial and the final nuclei is called the Q-value (C/o).

The energy spectrum of8-particles a.ssociated with a given f3-decay process is continuous

up to the Q-value of the reaction. This was a surprising discovery as the levels in the nucleus

are known to have discrete energies. Pauli offered an explanation in 1933 [Paul :33], \\'}I<'II

he postulated that a second particle was emitted in the decay process. This particle was

named the neutrino by Fermi. There are two types of electron neutrinos, the anti-neutrino

associated with jj- -decay and the neutrino with 8+ -decay.

For ;3- -decay iu a nucleus.

M(Z,N) -+ M(Z + 1,N -1) + e- + ti., (2.2)
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where M(Z + 1,N - 1) is the mass of the daughter nucleus. Qo is therefore given by

Qo = QB- = ,\I(Z, N) - J/(Z + 1.N - 1), (2.3)

This energy released is shared between the kinetic energy of the electron and the anti-

neutrino (neglecting recoil of the daughter), i.e,

Q{3- = T, + Tve : (2.-1)

2.1.2 Fermi and Gamow-Teller Interactions.

The theoretical description of fi-decay was first proposed by Fermi in 1934 [Ferm 34], al-

though it was not complete as subsequent work showed that it did not take into account

parity violation [Lee 56, Wu 57].

The radiation emitted by a nucleus undergoing fi-decay can be mathematically described

in terms of transitions characterised by their [orbuldeness. These terms are the constituent

components of the field that arise from a series expansion, each additional term of which

corresponds to an increased angular momentum change. A finite first term of the series,

which is possible if the parent and daughter single particle wave functions are identical, is

called an allowed transition, there is no resulting change in the orbital angular momentum

or the spin of the nuclear system. A special case is that of 0+ ~ 0+ which is called

superallouied. If the first term is zero (as can arise if the initial and final nuclear states are

of opposite parity) but the second term is finite, then the transition is still possible but this

time it is called first forbidden.

The above transitions were described successfully by Fermi, although some fj-decays

were observed with comparable transition rates to Fermi allowed with no change in parity

but with a change in total angular momentum of 1. Gamow- Teller [Gamt 36] proposed

the addition of a spin operator which causes a change in the spin part of the nuclear wave

function of 0 or 1 but no change in the orbital momentum component of the wave function.

For a Gamow- Teller allowed transition ~J = 0 or 1 with no change in parity, but 0+ ~ 0+ is

not allowed. In a Fermi allowed transition a neutron can change into a proton with no effect

on the decaying nucleon's (and hence the total nuclear) wave functions. The transition is

therefore between analogue states and this leads towards an isospin selection rule for Fermi

allowed transitions, of ~T = O. In a Gamow- Teller transition, however, the nucleon's wave
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function can alter and the isospin change is due to the single nucleon change. Since a

nut-leon has isospin 1/2. the Gamow- Teller allowed isospin selection rule is ,j.T = 0 or 1.

2.1.3 Angular Momentum and Parity Selection Rules.

Selection rules can be obtained from the series expansion of the :3-decay radiation emitted

which arise from the combination of the wave function of the initial and final states. Ta-

ble 2.1 shows a list of the first few possible 8-decay transitions. Transitions which have a

Transition Angular Momentum Change Parity Change

Superallowed 0 no

Allowed 0,1 no

First Forbidden 0,1,2 yes

Second Forbidden 0,1,2,3 no

Table 2.1: Table of possible JJ-decay transitions and possible partity changes.

change in parity, or for which the change in the orbital angular momentum component is

greater than 1 are called forbidden transitions. This arises due to the large reduction in

transition rates compared to allowed transitions and consequently the initial states have

longer half-lives.

2.1.4 Beta-decay Half-Life and jt values.

Fermi's golden rule describes how the transition rate of a decay is related to the density

of final states and the matrix element of the transition. From considerations of both these

components [Kran 88]' the comparative half-life ft value can be derived as being

2n3h7
Jtl/2 = 0.693 2 5 41 12'9 mec mfi

(2.5)

where 9 is the JJ-decay constant, me is the mass of an electron and 1mIi I is the matrix

element of the transition. The quantity J is related to the Z of the daughter and to the

Q-value. Therefore, differences in it values must be due to differences in the nuclear matrix

element and hence due to differences in the nuclear wave function. The ft value increases
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with tho extent to which the transition is forbidden and due to the enormous range of half-

life values in /:I-d('cay it values are often quoted as the loglO it (t in seconds). A SUUlUHUY of

loglO it values and their corresponding degree of forbiddeness are shown in table 2.2 (taken

from [Kran 88]).

Transition Type 10gIOit
Superallowed 2.9 - 3.7

Allowed 4.4 - 6.0

First Forbidden 6 - 10

Second Forbidden 10 - 13

Third Forbidden > 15

Table 2.2: Comparison of the log It values and their corresponding transition type.

2.1.5 Beta-delayed Gamma-ray Emission.

When a nucleus undergoes ;3-decay the daughter nucleus is not necessarily populated in its

ground state. Excited nuclear states in the daughter system can be populated directly and

these states can decay via -y-ray emission as illustrated in figure 2.3. Beta-delayed ,-ray

emission is a useful method for placing limits on the spins and parities of these populated

states if the loglO It values can be deduced. This requires knowledge of the Qo energy (minus

the excitation energy of the populated excited nuclear state), half-life, as well as the ground

state spin and parity of the parent nucleus.

2.1.6 Beta-delayed Neutron Emission.

Gamma-rays are not the only form of radiation that can be emitted from excited nuclear

states following ,B-decay. Occasionally the states are unstable against the emission of one

or more nucleons. The nucleon emission itself occurs rapidly and thus overall the nucleon

emission occurs with a half-life characteristic of the (:I-decay.

The emission of a single neutron following (:I-decay to an excited state is possible when

the Q-value is larger than the one-neutron separation energy STI' i.e, Q (3 - Sn > O. Likewise

two-neutron emission can occur when the condition q/J - 5211 > 0 is satisfied. For nuclei
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Figure 2.3: Schematic showing ,a-delayed ,-ray and ,a-delayed neutron emission.

close to stability, Sn ::::::6-8 MeV and thus it is extremely unlikely that these conditions will

be fulfilled. However, as one moves towards the neutron drip line, SII and S211 decrease and

,8-delayed neutron emission becomes a possibility (see figure 2.3). Some nuclei in which this

behaviour has been observed are 1~Li8 [Azum 79], :l?l"a19 [Guil 84], l~BlO [Dufo 84] and

1~C13 [Dufo 88]. A measure of the probability that a nucleus will decay via the /3-n channel

is the neutron emission probability, Pn, which is the absolute branching ratio and is defined

as the average number of neutrons emitted per {i-decay.

with

00

PII = L iPin
i=O

(2.6)

(2.7)



Chapter 3

Experimental Details

3.1 Reaction Processes.

The production of neutron-rich nuclei near the drip line has been difficult until the recent

availability of increased beam energies which have allowed spallation and fragmentation

reactions to be performed. The impact parameter, b. (see figure 3.1), centre of mass energy

and the nature of the target and projectile determine whether a certain interaction occurs.

For impact parameters larger than the grazing parameter the interaction between the target

and projectile nuclei is negligible and there is no transfer of nucleons between the two heavy

ions. The onset of the nuclear interaction at grazing collisions results ill processes such as

inelastic scattering and the transfer of a few nucleons between the target and projectile.

Significant overlap of the nuclear matter results in reactions such as deep-inelastic and

deeply penetrating collisions. Previously deep-inelastic collisions and transfer reactions were

used to study the properties of light neutron-rich nuclei although these types of reactions

are hampered as it is not always possible to study nuclei at the neutron drip line in this way.

Deep-inelastic processes dominate in very heavy-ion collisions with energies of a few ~leV / A

above the Coulomb barrier. One of the primary reasons why deep-inelastic collisions are

useful in producing light neutron-rich nuclei [Artu 70c, Forn 97] is the equilibration of mass

and charge. This is because the average neutron-to-proton ratio of both beam and target

fragments develops towards that of the intermediate complex [Frl'i 84J. Angular momentum

is transferred from relative orbital motion to the intrinsic spin of the two primary fragments

and the amount of transferred angular momentum can be large, allowing the study of the

16
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electromagnetic transitions between excited stares.

spectators of projectile

target

area of contact
participants

projectile residue

____ V
A
•
Z

projectile residue

participants

spectators of target

Figure 3.1: Schematic showing the fragmentation process.

At similar energies inelastic scattering and transfer reactions can proceed as direct reac-

tions. Transfer reactions are particularly useful in the study of low-lying shell model excited

states and several such states can be populated in a given reaction. The states are identified

by the energies of the outgoing reaction products. This shows a significant difference from

those studies involving deep-inelastic and fragmentation reactions. In transfer work. the

energies of excited states are generally measured directly although typically with Cl lI111ch

poorer energy resolution than for "( ray studies. Fragmentation reactions offer the experi-

mentalist a reaction mechanism that can produce the light neutron rich nuclei at the drip

line so that excited states populated in their ,L3-decayscan be studied.

3.1.1 Fragmentation.

The high velocities used in fragmentation (typically v / c ::::::20 - 30 %) imply that the beam

nuclei spend a very short amount of time in the vicinity of the target nuclei. The quantity

that governs fragmentation, apart from the v/ c value, is t he impact parameter. As the

value of b decreases the likelihood of direct nuclear reactions increases until the beam and

target nuclei can interact directly, see figure 3.1.

Momentum distributions [Grci 75] suggest that all the isotopes produced III fragmen-
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tation reactions are produced by peripheral collisions between the projectile and target

nuclei. since the most probable value of the momenta of the fragments produced practically

coincides wit h that of the projectile. Peripheral collisions also imply that relatively low

excitation energies are imparted to the fragments. Due to the very short time of contact

(approximately 10-2:1 s for a nucleus of radius 5 fm) a compound nucleus type reaction is

not possible.

The point of contact between the two nuclei due to the nuclear surfaces overlapping

can become very hot and a transfer of nucleons between the two partners becomes possible

via quasi elastic nucleon exchange. This is why it also sometimes possible in fragmentation

reactions to observe nuclei with a larger number of protons or neutrons than the beam. For

example, Regan et al. [Rega 97], using a 92:\10 beam at 60 ~leV lA on natural nickel targets

observed nuclei with Z = 43 (Tc), 44 (Ru) whilst the beam used had a proton number of 42.

In the present experiment it was possible to observe nuclei with neutron numbers greater

than that of the beam. However, this is a very weak process and for each nucleon transferred

there is a drop in yield by approximately a factor of ten. This loss can be attributed to the

large differences between the target and projectile nucleon momenta [Yolk 89]. The degree

to which the nuclear surfaces overlap due to a projectile fragmentation reaction grows as the

number of nucleons transferred increases [Harv 85]. The more the nuclear surfaces overlap

though, the greater the excitation energies become in the projectile residues and hence the

lower the survival possibilities of the exotic nuclei.

More evidence for nucleonic exchange has been found in the shift in the isotopic distri-

butions with the NIZ ratio of the target material at intermediate energies. Natural nickel

(N/Z = 1.1) has been found [Henc 94, Blan 95, Ryka 95] to be useful in the production of

proton rich fragments, whereas neutron-rich targets such as tantalum and beryllium (with

N/Z ratios of 1.5 and 1.3 respectively) have been found to favour the production of neutron

rich nuclei [Gelb 78, Dufo 84, Tara 98, Guil 85]. A projectile having a large neutron excess

would, therefore, be expected to fragment into a larger number of neutron-rich isotopes

[Borr 83, Guil 90, Dufo 84] as well and the yield of neutron-rich sodium isotopes produced

by bombarding a beryllium target with a 215 MeVIA beam of ~~Ca28 C~ IZ = 1.4) turned

out to be an order of magnitude higher than that observed when a similar target was

bombarded with a 205 Mev lA beam of 12Ar22 C~/Z = 1.2) [West 79].
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After the brief interaction t he direction of travel of the beam fragments is essentially

unaltered due to their large momentum except for the possibility that nucleons have been

stripped off the nuclei by the target. It is possible to have both beam like fragments

and target like fragments produced in the reaction, therefore the products formed in a

fragmentation reaction have a wide dispersion over mass and charge. The high velocities

lead also to the loss of all electrons by the fragments during their interaction with the target.

This is a useful property of this type of interaction when attempting to separate the nuclei

(see section 3.5).

The first experiments involving bombarding targets with high velocity beams showed

that the production of isotopes far from the stability line was possible [Grei 75, Lind 75].

Fragmentation type reactions were first used to search for neutron rich nuclei in the late

1970s [Viyo 79, Symo 79], by fragmenting a 40Ar beam at 213 MeV/A on a carbon target.

This experiment gave evidence for the existence of 28Ne and 3,') Al for the first time. This

process has subsequently been used for the identificatiou of new neutron-rich isotopes of

elements in the region 5 ~ Z ~ 27 at 40 - 100 MeV / A intermediate energies at CA~IL

[Lang 85, Poug 86, Cuil 85, Cuil 89, Cuil 90, Prav 91].

3.2 Interaction of Radiation with Matter.

3.2.1 Charged Particles.

Heavy, charged particles will essentially propagate without deflection through a detector

with the main contribution to the slowing down process being the long range Coulomb

force from electrons in the material as the positive charge contribution due to the target

nuclei are shielded by their orbiting electrons. The electrons feel an attractive Coulomb

force as the particle passes and, depending on the proximity of the interaction, the force

can either raise the electron to a higher orbital shell in the atom (atomic excitation) or

completely remove the electron from the atom (ionisation). The maximum energy that can

be transferred to the electron is

(3.1 )

where T and M are the kinetic energy and mass of the charged particle respectively. This

is a very small fraction of the total kinetic energy and many such interactions are necessary
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as t ho part icle slows down. This small energy loss dol's not ea use any significant deviat ion

from the trajectory of t ho parr iclo and hence an approximately straight line path is followed.

spe figure 3.2 .. -\t any giH'1l time the particle is interacting with many electrons so t he net

effect is to decrease its velocity continuously while maintaining the initial t rajectorv,

3.2.2 Electrons.

Electrons induce ionisation III the detector in a similar method to heavy charged parti-

cles, but the situation is slightly more complex due to the inclusion of radiative processes

(Bremsstrahlung) at energies above a few :\leV. Since the two interacting particles have the

same masses large energy losses are possible as well as large deviations in the tracks of t he

electrons, see figure 3.2. The range for electrons in material is not as well defined as it is for

Heavy charged
particle

Figure 3.2: A schematic of the difference between the interactions of heavy charged particles

and electrons with matter.

heavy charge particles as the actual path length is much greater than its apparent rangr.

as a result of the large deviations in the path that the electron call take.

3.2.3 Photons.

As shown schematically in figure 3.3 photons can interact with matter in three basic pro-

c('ss('s, those an' the

a) Photoelectric Effect

b) Compton Scattering
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c) Pair Production

The Photoelectric Effect: This is r he predominant form of inn-ractiou for low PllPrgy

(:S 200 J..d·) I rays and for X-rays and can only take plan' wit h an atomically bound

electron. An incoming ~( ray undergoes an interaction with an atomic plectron and is

completely absorbed. A photoelectron can hp emitted in plan' of the ~f ray from one of the

bound orbital shells of the atom. The most likely source of the photoelectrons is the most

tightly bound, or K-shell, electron of the atom. The kinetic energy of the photoelectron is

then given by the relationship:

(3.2)

where Eb represents the binding energy of the photoelectron in its original shell.

The interaction therefore creates an ionised absorber atom with a vacancy in one of its

bound shells. This vacancy is quickly filled through the capture of a free electron from til!'

medium and/or from the rearrangement of electrons from other shells of the atom emitting

an X-ray.

a) photoelectric effect
photoelectron

~
incident photon hv T- hv - binding energy

b) compton effect

incident photon

recoil electron
T = hv ·h v-binding energy

hv
c) pair production electron

positron
I

~nnihilation
photons

Figure 3.3: The three basic interaction processes of I rays with matter. The photoelectric

effect, Compton scattering and pair production.

The process is enhanced for materials with high atomic numbers, and the probability of
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photoclect ric absorption per atom OWl' all ranges of E1 and 2 is roughly given as

Z3 ......5
0p.I'. ::= constant x £3.5

1

(3.3)

where the exponent of the numerator varies over the, ray region of interest [Knol 89].

Compton Scattering: This interaction takes place between a , ray and a free or nearly

free electron. The incoming, ray interacts with the electron and is deflected through an

angle () with respect to its original direction. The electron, which is thought to be initially

at rest, gains kinetic energy from the interaction and is known as the recoil electron. From

energy and momentum conservation an expression for the residual energy and scattering

angle for the, ray can be derived [Kran 88]:

h ,_ hv
v - h '

1+ ~(1 - cos(})1nee

(3A)

hu and hv' are the initial and final ,-ray energies; mec2 is the rest mass of an electron.

Any value of () is possible up to a maximum of () = IT which represents the angle for the

largest energy transfer to the recoil electron, see figure 3.3. The probability of Compton

scattering per atom of the absorber material depends on the number of electrons available

as scattering targets and increases linearly with 2 [Knol 89].

Pair Production: An electron-positron pair is created by the photon. Since the cre-

ation of this pair requires 2mec2 (= 1.02 MeV) pair production is energetically forbidden

for photons below this energy. Pair production is the only one of the three major pro-

cesses whose cross-section increases with increasing energy, and it becomes the dominant

absorption mechanism above 10 MeV. No simple expression exists for the probability of

pair production per nucleus but its magnitude varies approximately as 22 [Knol 89].

The electron-positron pair, which can only be produced in the presence of the Coulomb

field of a nucleus, share the excess ,-ray energy over 1.022 MeV, as kinetic energy. Eventu-

ally the positron slows down in the medium and annihilates with an atomic electron and the

1.022 yleV rest mass energy of the pair reappears as a pair of 511 keV , rays, see figure 3.3.



3.3 Detector Design.

3.3.1 Introduction.

The purpose of detecting nuclear radiation is to inspect the properties of the nucleus from

which the radiation was emitted. From these measurements it may be possible to determine

aspects such as the energy and feeding lifetimes of the excited levels. Also measurable are

other properties concerning the ground state decay of the nucleus such as its half-life and

mode of radioactive decay. III order to obtain a full picture of the properties of the ground

and excited states of a nucleus it is necessary to have a wide range of different detectors

which are sensitive to the different types of radiation emitted.

3.3.2 Semiconductor Devices.

The radiation emitted by nuclei can vary in type and energy: the energy ranges can differ

from a few ke'V to a few ~leY for ,- and a-radiation and up to many hundreds of ~I('\"

for o-radiation and other charged particles. Also the different sorts of radiation interact in

specific ways. For example, the absorption of a charged particle creates ionisation all along

its path while a photon interacts at random points in the detector to produce secondary

electrons.

Semiconductor detectors are solid state detectors which generate an electric current

when ionising radiation passes through. These detectors are by far the most useful for

detecting radiation due to their versatility since their nature and size can be matched to

the absorption characteristics of the radiation to be measured. One desirable requirement

for semiconductor detectors is that when a photon or a particle is detected the number of

carriers produced in the subsequent ionisation should be linearly proportional to the energy

absorbed. The best detectors will require a small amount of incident energy to produce

an electron-hole pair, which means that on average a very large number of carriers will

be produced for each incident radiation detected. These large numbers produced help to

reduce statistical fluctuations and to improve the resolution of the detector.

Another requirement arising from the large amount of statistics required to do a complete

analysis of a nuclear reaction is that the detectors also need to be highly efficient. TIl('

carriers must he able to move through the material in response to an externally applied



electric field unhindered so that the total charge output can 1)('detected to keep the energy

absorbed proportional to t he total charge output. High electric fields need to be applied.

typical values being 1000 - 3000 V for germanium detectors and se 100 V for silicon detectors.

to ensure fast and efficient charge collection. The detectors must also have negligible leakage

current as this can cause noise in the detector worsening the resolution and hindering the

detection of low energy radiation. Of the available semiconductor materials, silicon is the

predominant material used primarily for charged particle spectroscopy while high purity

germanium crystals are more widely used for the detection of , rays with high energy

resolution.

Germanium and silicon, both valence-four elements, bind to their respective neighbour-

ing atoms with all four electrons forming covalent bonds. Thus, all the electrons are used

in covalent bonds and at a temperature of absolute zero the band structure shows a full

valence band and an empty conduction band. The difference between an insulating material

and semiconductor material is the width of the band-gap between these two energy bands.

For insulators, the band-gap is large (many eV) whereas for semiconductors the band gap

is smaller, making it easier to excite an electron from the valence to the conduction band.

Silicon has an energy gap of 1.115 eV compared with 0.665 eV for germanium at 300 K. It is

possible, therefore, to thermally excite an electron from the valence band to the conduction

band, this leaving holes in the valence band. Artificially altering the number of charge

carriers in a semiconductor by adding dopants can specify what the majority charge of the

carriers will be. Adding atoms with one less valence electron leads to p-type, adding atoms

with one more valence electron produces n-type material.

When n-type and p-type material are brought together, initially there is a flux of positive

carriers to the n-type material and a flux of negative carriers in the opposite direction. This

contiuues until the point when the electrostatic repulsion builds up so that no more charges

can migrate. At this point a depletion region is created. Radiation can enter this depletion

region and create electron-hole pairs which are swept in opposite directions, and the total

number of electrons collected can form an electronic pulse whose amplitude is proportional

to the energy of the radiation.

In practice a large reverse bias is applied across these detectors which ha" two effects;

firstly it increases the magnitude of the electric field in the depletion region making charge



collection more efficient and secondly it increases the dimensions of t 11('deplet ion region.

thereby increasing the cffoct.ive volume and efficiency of the detector.

The signal from the detector is initially passed through a preamplifier whose primary

job is to convert the charge pulse from the detector to a voltage pulse for the rest of the

electronics. The next module is usually a shaping amplifier which provides the voltage gain

to bring the millivolt preamp pulse to the range of a few volts where it can be conveniently

processed. The amplifier must be linear, so the proportionality of radiation energy to pulse

height can be preserved.

3.3.3 Gamma-ray Detectors.

The study of the I radiation emitted by radioactive sources is one of the primary means

of learning about the structure of excited nuclear states. It is necessary, therefore. to he

able to measure accurately the energy of these I rays as well as the intensities. Genna-

nium detectors enable high energy resolution, typically of the order of 2 keV at 1.33 ~IeV

[Beau 92J.

To minimize thermal noise, which is generated by thermally exciting electrons into the

conduction band it is necessary to keep the crystals at liquid nitrogen temperature. This

reduces the probability of thermally exciting electrons across the band gap, as given by

equation 3.5:

p(T) = CT:3/2exp ( - 2:!T) ,

where C is a proportionality constant characteristic of the material, T is the absolute

(3.5)

temperature, Eg is the band gap energy and K is the Boltzmann constant. The probability

is critically dependent on the ratio of the band gap energy to the absolute temperature

[Knol 89, Gilm 95J.

When a photon strikes a crystal of semiconductor material the three bask processes

described earlier (see section 3.2.3) are possible. For photons whose energy is lower than

the threshold energy for pair production only the other two types of interaction are possible.

The incident photons can therefore transfer all (in the rase of the photoelectric effect] or

part (Compton scattering) of their energy to electrons in the detector material creating

electron-hole pairs.
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3.3.4 Charged Particle Detectors.

TIH' requirements on detoctors and signal processing electronics for US(' in particle idenr ifi-

cat ion systems an' generally similar to t hose imposed on detectors for I-ray detect ion. In

the case of energy loss (~E) detectors, the thicknesses can range from about 1 g/cm2 to

0.1 mg/cm2 depending 011 the types of ions being measured. Thinner detectors an' required

for low-energy and/or heavy-ion measurements. Thick detectors (up to a practical limit of

:::;;5 mm) require very pure silicon or the compensation of impurities by lithium-drifting.

In studies of relatively rare isotopic species which are accompanied by large numbers

of less exotic species, good resolution is required as are small fluctuations in the signals of

the particles impinging on the detector. To allow many such energy loss measurements it is

possible to use multi-detector identification systems. Such systems [Cern 66, Goul 75] were

used for the mass determination of particle-stable neutron-rich isotopes near the neutron

drip line. The detector thicknesses are chosen so that the particles of interest pass through

the f:1E detectors and implant in the E detector which measures the resultant energy of the

fragments. Au Erej detector behind the E detector permits rejection of any particles that

pass through the E detector. These would normally be light fragments, e.g. p, d, t, etc ...

or heavier fragments that do not lose all their energy.

The (3-particle energy spectra produced from ,B-decays consist of a continuous energy

distribution up to a well defined end point and high resolution spectrometry is not often ps-

sential. The electrons emitted following ;3-decay will not have a definite energy or range. For

the majority of ,B-spectra, the absorption curve happens to have a ncar-exponential shape,

and a simple relationship can be derived:

I -TIt- =e10 (3.6)

where lois the initial count rate, I the count rate with absorber, t is the absorber thickness

and It is the absorption coefficient [Knol 89]. The coefficient n is related to the end-point

energy of the ,B-emitter for a specific material [Bait 77].

3.4 Experimental Detection of Neutrons.

Neutrons, being uncharged, cannot be detected by Coulomb interactions which dominate

the energy loss mechanism for charged particles. However, when a neutron does un-



dergo an interaction with a nucleus of the absorbing material, nuclear reactions can oc-

cur which produce easily detectable charged part icles. The :IHt'{n,p)t reaction has a Q-

value = +0. 764 ~Ie\", and has a large cross-section (5330 barns) at low energios, which

decreases slowly with increasing energy with 1/..(£ dependence [Knol 89J. It is necessary.

therefore, to slow down the neutrons produced for detection and this is achieved by using

polyethene, The energy produced in the 3He(n,p)t reaction is shared between the proton

and the triton as kinetic energy.

The :3He proportional detectors used in the experiment to be discussed in this thesis

are those developed by Leake [Leak 68, Leak 80] and shown schematically in figure 4.3 and

summarised in section 4.1.3.

The aim of this thesis is to study the ,a-delayed )-rays emitted from the decay of the

exotic nuclei produced during the experiment and the study of thea-delayed neutrons

emitted was performed by Tarasov [Tara 97b] as a parallel analysis to this work and will

not be discussed here. The results though ot the parallel analysis will be shown in this

work to show to show the consistent results between the /3-delayed )-ray and the /3-delayed

neutron studies.

3.5 LISE3.

3.5.1 Introduction.

The LISE3 spectrometer [Dufo 86, Anne 87, Sain 87, ~Iuel 91, Muel 92] (figure 3.-1) is Cl

doubly achromatic spectrometer in both angle and position consisting of twenty eight

quadrupole and four dipole magnets. The physical separation of the nuclei is achieved

through two processes. Firstly magnetic analysis (A/Q sensitivity) in the first dipole anel

secondly by using differential stopping powers (Z-2 sensitivity) enabling almost complete

separation in mass and charge to give a selected region of nuclides. The dispersion produced

in the first half of the spectrometer is cancelled by the latter part which achieves the double

achromatism. As a consequence of this achromatic condition, the overall path length, L,

for a nucleus is independent of starting position and angle and to a first approximation

~L / L ;:::::10-3. The total length of LISE3 is 43 Ill, separated into two distinct sections:

the distance from the target to the wedge degraders being 8 m and from the wedge to the
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of the LISE3 spectrometer.
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final implantation point for the fragments is 35 m. This final section is itself separated into

three further sections, the first part (\\' hich cancels out the dispersion) is 20.-1 III long. The

second part is a Wien filter which is 12 m long. The final detection section is 2.6 III long.

A summary of the different selection processes is shown in figure 3.5.

LISE3 Selection

/1
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Figure 3.5: Schematic showing the three selection processes of the LISE3 spectrometer.

The purpose of building LISE (Ligne d'Ions Super Epluches, or fully-stripped ion beams),

was to produce a spectrometer with the following requirements:

1) to detect fragments around 00 with a large collection efficiency and very low background;

2) to have good particle identification in order to differentiate between the large number of

nuclear species produced following fragmentation reactions.

A detailed report of the LISE spectrometer is given in [Anne 87], and a description of an

upgrade of the separator (LISE3) with the addition of a third selection process is published

in [Muel 91] describing the use of an electric field Wien filter which can be used as a velocity

selector. The following section gives a brief summary of the LISE3 spectrometer.

3.5.2 Separation of Nuclei.

Due to the high bombarding energies (20 to 100 MeV/A) of the heavy-ion beams used,

the major part of the reaction cross section goes into fragmentation [Borr 83] and this can
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produce a wid!' isotopic distribution from nuclides dose to the beam down to hydrogen. TIl('

beam energies selected imply that the velocity of the fragments and secondary products an'

only slightly less than that of the beam and arc emitted in a narrow recoil cone centred

about 00 [Viyo 79]. The deviations in projectile fragment velocity are mainly due to the

slowing down processes in the target, which give a different energy loss for the beam and

for the various fragments.

The GANIL beam is focused on to the target by means of four magnetic quadrupole

lenses, figure 3.4. There is a choice of two different types of target holders: three statiouary

target holders whose angle with respect to the beam can be varied, and a computer con-

trolled, water cooled wheel which can contain up to a maximum of ten targets. The profile

of the beam, its position, intensity and size at the target and along the spectrometer, is mon-

itored by a set of multiwire secondary-emission and ionisation profile monitors. A typical

beam object size at the target with maximum primary beam intensity is Xo = ± 0.15 cm.

The LISE beam line is situated at 0° to the incident beam and due to the double

achromatism it is possible to remove the beam and background from the reaction products.

The main beam and its different charge states are stopped at the exit of the first dipole.

01, at the beam dump.

01 is a C-framed magnet with a deflection angle of 45° and a central trajectory radius

of 2 m. The force experienced by a charged particle moving with a velocity v, in a magnetic

field of strength B, is, Fmag = qv X B, using non-relativistic approximations, and equating

with the centrifugal force gives

B
rnv Av

p=-=-
q Q

(3.7)

where the mass of the nucleus is A and p is the radius. Hence, the first dipole provides

momentum selection, but since the reaction approximately conserves the velocity of the

fragments and the ions are fully stripped, this is mainly sensitive to A/Q. The resolution

of the initial magnetic analysis is given as ~Bp/ Bp = 1.3xlO-:J [Anne 87].

Remote controlled variable slits are situated a few cm after 01 at the intermediate

dispersive focal plane and these define the momentum acceptance of LISE3. The slits have

a maximum separation of ± 4.5 Clll corresponding to a maximum momentum acceptance of

J.]J/p = ± 2.63 %.

A series of energy degraders (which are curved pieces of foil mounted on an aluminium
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frame] of varying thicknesses can be situated after the slits in the intermediate dispersive

plane and select nuclei according to their .-\:3/Z'2 value due to the different energy losses

nuclei experience in the degrader. This selection provides separation inside the subset of

nuclei having a constant AjZ, enabling the removal of unwanted nuclei that have the same

A/Z values as the nuclei of interest. This has a twofold effect as it removes the majority

of the unwanted nuclei and helps prevent pile up of the fragments in the particle detectors.

which can be a problem with the high yields of some of the fragments. The characteristic

shape of the degraders [Dufo 86, Hoat 86, Schm 87] helps compensate for the energy spread

of the nuclei due to the resolution in D 1. and to preserve the optical properties of LISE,

which gives an energy spread of E(Bpd ± ~E(~Bpd,see figure 3.6.

D Cm/%

Figure 3.6: The dispersion, D, of ions transmitted through the slits requires a degrader

of varying thickness. The fragments with the greater energy have to traverse more of the

degrader than those with a lower energy.

It is possible to calculate the energy loss per unit length, or stopping power, of a nOI1-

relativistic charged particle of mass A, with Z protons and with energy E and velocity v,

moving through matter from the formula derived by Bethe and Block [Livi 37J,

_ dE = aZc
2
Zn [ bv

2 1
da: v2 c2 - 1)2

(3.8)

where a and b are constants, the logarithmic term varies slowly with velocity and can be

neglected, and for non-relativistic particles the velocity is just equal to 2E j A. To a first
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approximation equation 3.8 this can be written as

dE AZ2

- ex --.
dx E

(3.9)

The energy loss is largely due to ionisation of the nuclei that pass within close proximity of

the projectile fragments.

Following equation 3.7, from the non-relativistic expression for kinetic energy gin's

(3.10)

therefore the energy of the ions deflected by the first dipole is proportional to (BpI)2 (where

PI is the trajectory radius of the first dipole) and Q2 / A. As stated above the fragments

are fully stripped giving Q = Z. Equation 3.10 states that the energy of the particle is

proportional to Z2 / A which combined with equation 3.9 gives

(3.11)

where J( is a constant depending on the material used and t is the thickness of the material.

Careful tuning of all the focusing magnets is essential to ensure that the correct nuclei

of interest are selected. Although it is not possible to obtain a unique A and Z value due

to the high energies involved, it is feasible to obtain a selection for a set of isotones which

have a similar magnetic rigidity.

As the intermediate energy degrader reduces the momentum of the reaction products,

the value BP2 of the second dipole, 02, (which is identical to 01) has to be lowered to

compensate for this loss, this helps restore the achromatism for the nuclei of interest.

The original LISE spectrometer ended at the first achromatic focal point and the addi-

tion of the Wien Filter has required further achromatic compensation. The dipoles 03 and

04, which have the same magnetic rigidity setting as 02, provide this compensation.

The Wien filter, situated near the end of the beam-line, consists of crossed magnetic and

electric fields and acts as a velocity filter. The force on a positively charged particle of charge

Ze due to an electric field E, is simply ZeE, and combining with the force experienced due

to a magnetic field gives the Lorentz force:

F=Z(eE+vB). (3.12)
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For a posi t ively charged part ide the \Vien filter canst's t II!' part icle to be deflected ill 0111'

direction. and causes a negar ive part ir lc to 1)('deflected in the opposite direction. Ifa particle

feels no net force on passing through the Wieu filter then by rearranging equation 3.12 and

taking the modulus value one has tho condition

eE
v=[j' (3.13)

Thus only particles with velocity, V, will be allowed to pass through the Wien filter. As the

dipole magnets select by A» IQ, the Wien filter places a selection on A/Q.

3.6 Identification of the Fragments.

The fragments are stopped in a silicon stack at the end of LISE3 and are identified unam-

biguously on an event by event basis. The possible identification processes for the nuclei

are (for fully stripped ions):

• energy loss (.6.E) in a silicon detector -+ Z.

• time of flight through the spectrometer -+ A/Q.

• total kinetic energy of fragments -+ A.

• Bp values -+ Av/Q.

3.6.1 Energy Loss.

At the final focal point for this experiment there was situated a six-element silicon detector

telescope. The first element was used as a ~E detector, the fragments were stopped in the

fifth element and the sixth element was used as a veto (see section 4.1.3).

From Bethe's formula [Livi 37] for non-relativistic particles the energy loss can be written

as:
2dE _ C rnZ leE- - 1-- n 2-

dx E m

where eland c2 are constants depending all the material used. The fragments of interest

(3.14)

all have approximately the same energy E, and therefore, the energy deposited in the ~E

detector will be proportional to mZ2 and total separation of different Z-vailles is possible

(s('e figure 3.7), when dE / dx is plotted for the first element of the silicon-stack.
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Figure 3.7: Energy Loss Spectrum for the 26F setting.

3.6.2 Time of Flight.

A second identification process is a measurement of the time of flight (TOF) of the fragments

through the spectrometer. This is possible as the flight path is constant to a first order

approximation for all the nuclei, (see section 3.5.1).

For a TOF measurement the start is taken as the signal from the silicon stack telescope

detector in the final focal plane, either element one or element five, and the (delayed) stop

signal from the high frequency signal of the primary beam at the target. The start and stop

signals are reversed to prevent unnecessary triggering [Muel 88].

The cyclotron emits the nuclei in packets with a width of 1 - 2 ns and a frequency 1/,

and these beam nuclei all have a velocity Vb. The nuclei produced after the fragmentation

have slightly different velocities depending on their A and Z values and for a given fragment

VA,/.:' < vb, due to the energy loss in the target, and VA,Z ~ v..Hl,Z±1 for example. Hence

fully stripped nuclei with the same A and Z travel down the beam pipe together in bunches.

The distance between the target and final implantation point is known exactly, L, and
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of the TOF measurement.

the time between the start of one beam pulse and the next one, is defined as tb is also known

exactly, see figure 3.8. There will be, therefore, a constant number of beam bunches between

the target and detector and this is defined as n. The time for the beam particles to trawl

the distance L is defined as n·tb, and there is no phase difference between when a beam

nucleus impinges on the target and stops in the implantation point. As the fragments trawl

with VA,Z < Vb they will take a time Jt longer to travel the distance L. Hence, by measuring

the time difference between a fragment striking the detector at the implantation point and

the next beam pulse striking the target (which is equivalent to Of) a TO F measurement can

be performed, as

(3.15 )

where t is the TOF for the beam nuclei, and therefore

(3.16)

t f is the TOF for the fragments, and t is known, therefore t f is equivalent to measuring M.

Since different isotopes have different l!.:I,Z they will have different values of M.

The time resolution limit for this method comes from a knowledge of the width of the

beam pulse which is of the order of 1 % of a typical TOF value.
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From equat ion :3.7 it can he seen that the velocitv of a s(')('('tl'<1nucleus is inverselv

proportional to its Alq value and sinr-e the velocity is just Lit. rhon.

t x Bp
I

(:3.17)

Therefore, the TOF is proportional to the .\/Q ratio of a nucleus.

A problem associated with this identification met hod can arise from nuclei which art'

1I0t fully stripped which gives rise to charge state anomalies. This will cause t he nuclei to

be deflected by different amounts by the dipole magnet 01 (equation 3.7) and hence will

have a lower value of M. In this experiment, an example of a fully stripped nucleus would 1)('

2~O which would have an A/Z value of 3.00. A possible contamination ion to 2JO would 1)('

2~F8+ which also has all A/Q value of 3.00. This problem arises mainly for heavier beams

and can be rectified by calculating the total energy that a fragment has from summing t 1H'

E and /j.E contributions [Lewi 94, Grzy 95J.

3.6.3 Identification Plots.

For complete particle identification, a combination of the previous particle identification

systems (energy loss and TOF) is used. A two-dimensional (2-D) plot of ~E (Z2) \WSUS

TOF (A/Z) gives the typical identification plot, see figure 3.9. The plot shows linos of

constant Z going horizontally and A/Z vertically.

Figure 3.9 represents a setting of the LISE3 optics centred on maximising the transmis-

sion of fully stripped 26F nuclei and is therefore near the the neutron drip line. It can br-

seen that a broad range of nuclei in this region are also transmitted. The nuclei 011 the plot

are identified from already known physical properties of the nuclei ill this region. There are

three nuclei which have the same TOF and hence tho same A/Z; as tho rI'gion of interest

is near the neutron drip line then this would represent the ratio A/Z = :3. Previous studies

of this region [Tara 97a] has shown that 2.1() is the heaviest bound oxygen isotope, and

that 28F is unbound [Guil 89] so a hole should appear in the plot where this nucleus would

bp. It it therefore possible to label two of the A/Z = 3 nuclei accordingly: 210 and 27F.

From there it is a simple process to identify the other nuclei produced. Another method

of particle identifirat ion is to study the i3-delayed I rays emitted from the decaying nuclei.

Some nuclei han' already been studied. :31Na for example [GuB 84, Klot 93J awl determining
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Figure 3.9: Two Dimensional spectrum of the energy loss versus TOF for the 26F setting.



nuclei with this method is more accurate due to the fact that one IS looking for already

determined decay paths.



Chapter 4

The Experiment.

4.1 Experimental Setup.

The experiment was performed using the LISE3 spectrometer fragmenting :l6Slfi+ at a beam

energy of 77.7 MeV IA. The average beam current was 0.5 <'11.:\, and nuclei in the region

A/Z ~ 2.7 were selected with the LISE3 spectrometer.

4.1.1 Targets.

A combination of 12C targets was used of varying thicknesses as well as some 181Ta targets

with 12C backings on rotating and fixed target supports. A summary of the thicknesses of

the different targets are given in tables 4.1 and 4.2 for those mounted on the rotating and

stationary targets respectively.

The thicknesses of the targets in the rotating support were determined in a previous

experiment [Lewi 96], and the thicknesses of the fixed targets were determined using the

primary beam. This was performed by setting up the initial section of the LISE3 spectrom-

eter for the observation of one of the charge states of the primary beam at the intermediate

focal point: in this case 36S16+ was selected using a magnetic rigidity for the first dipole of

BpI = 2.2319 Tm. After the beam was focused at the intermediate focal plane the target

was inserted into position and the change in BpI that was required to compensate for the

energy loss due to the target of the chosen nuclear charge state was measured; the new value

was found to be 2.179 TIll. This difference in the BpI value gave a direct measurement of

the thickness of the target (see equation 3.10 and equation 3.11 which give the energy loss

39
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Target Target Thickness

Xumber

1 Empty

2 12C 100 JIIll

3 12C 200 11111

4 12C 300 11111

5 12C 400 pm

6 12C 500 It III

7 12C 1000 It1l1

8 12C 2000 JIIll

9 181Ta + 12C 288 Jim + 127 It III

10 181Ta + 12C 377 11m + 125 It III

Table 4.1: The rotating targets and their thicknesses that were used in the experiment.

Target Target Thickness

Number

1 181Ta + 12C 853.8 11m+ 100 JIIIl

2 181Ta + 12C 539.2 Jim + 100 11m

Table 4.2: The stationary targets and their thicknesses that were used in the experiment.

proportional to (~Bpd2).

The centre of the target position was measured by varying the target position and

measuring the resultant beam intensity after the target. The edges of the target were

reached when no beam intensity was measured. The thickness of the target as it was scanned

toward the edges was also measured. This was important as the angle of the stationary

targot could be varied with respect to the beam so as to vary the thickness of the target.

Any imperfections in the target thickness would, therefore, have to he compensated for. TIll'

beam intensity and position were monitored using a series of multiwire proportional counters

positioned behind the target, which gave information on beam intensity and position and
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which also gave tho beam dimensions.

4.1.2 Energy Degraders.

The three different thicknesses of the !In(' energv degraders used are given ill table -1.3. The

thicknesses of these degraders were determined in a similar mot hod to that performed for

the targets (section -1,1.1). The beam was focused at the first achromatic focal point and

the correction required in the Bp value of the second dipole to compensate for the energy

loss due to the degrader was determined, which gave a measurement of the thicknesses of

the degraders

Degrader Thickness

Number

1 215 Jtm

2 553 It III

:3 1047 It III

Table 4.3: The 9Be wedges that were used in the experiment.

4.1.3 Detector Setup.

The projectile fragment detection system consisting of a six stack silicon telescope detector

mounted in the small vacuum chamber connected at the final focal point of LISE:3 and is

shown schematically in figure 4.1. There was a thin (500 11In) aluminium strip in front

of the telescope to ensure that the fragments of interest were stopped in the implantation

element which was the fifth element of the telescope. The sixth element was used as a

veto for the fifth clement. On three sides of the thin-walled aluminium vacuum tube were

situated the neutron detectors: fourteen either side and fourteen below, a total of forty-two

detectors in all. Four large volume tapered 70% single crystal germanium detectors were

situated at the end of the telescope for "'(-ray detection (see figure 4.2). The (i-detectors

used were the fourth (EjH), fifth (Ell5). and sixth (E;36) elements of the silicon detector

telescope, An external clock ran continuously throughout the experiment and each event

that was recorded in any of the detectors was marked with a clock time.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the Li-drifted Si telescope detector, the first element was used as

a b.E detector, the implantation detector is the fifth element, and the sixth element is an

e.; detector.

The fourteen 3He proportional detectors (section 3.4) were cylindrical in shape (sec

figure 4.3), and were surrounded by polyethene (to give a hexaglobal shape overall) as a

moderator to slow the fast neutrons down to thermal energies. They were contained in

a 1 mm thick cadmium foil sided box, with the uncovered front side facing the telescope.

Cadmium was used due to the very large absorption cross-section for thermal neutrons

(::::::4 X 104 barns [Knol 89]) which reduces background signals in the detectors. The detector

dimensions are given in figure 4.3. Despite the heavy concrete shielding some neutrons leak

through by consecutive reflection between the production and collection room of the LISE3

spectrometer, which gives rise to a continuous background.

The four germanium detectors are situated at the end facing the vacuum tube. The

average distance of the centre of one of the detectors from the centre of the telescope cover

was 7 mm and a total photopeak efficiency for a 1.33 NIeV , ray of 1.9% (see section 4.2.1)
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the setup.

was possible.

Since heavy ions were being implanted in the fifth element of the telescope there was Cl

dead time period of 1.6 ms between when an ion was detected and the ability to detect a

,B-partic1e efficiently. This placed a limitation on the detection of shorter-lived nuclei: for

example, a nucleus which has a half life of 10 ms has a 10% probability of decaying during

the period of dead time.

4.1.4 Electronics.

All data were processed by the GANIL acquisition system, which consisted of several CA-

MAC crates connected to a computer via a microprocessor. The data acquisition consisted

of two independent systems. Events of the first acquisition, responsible for the particle iden-

tification (!lE, E and TOF) and of the second acquisition CB-particles, 'Y rays and neutrons]

were chronologically stored onto the same data cartridge. Each event was labelled by its

time of arrival which was read from a quartz clock. The signal processing was performed
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of the neutron detectors; a, shows the dimensions of the polyethene

covered detector. Part b shows the dimensions of the cadmium walled container that. the

detectors were placed into. Part c shows the order of the stacking of the detectors.
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by NIM (Nuclear Instrumentation Modules) processing units.

The triggers for the electronics were the detection of a heavy ion event 111 the b.E

detector at the final focal point or the detection of a /3-event in E/35 or a ,-event in one of

the germanium detectors.

The many different detectors used ill this experiment required that there were many

detector signals that needed to be processed. Although the basic premise for each of the

detector signals to be processed is the same, shaping times and other details differ according

to the type of radiation and the type of detector, the various circuits used to perform this

will be shown in this section.

250mm

Heavy Ion Electronics

The processing for the signals from the six elements of the silicon stack telescope for

the detection of a heavy ion event are summarised in figure 4.4. The energy signals for all
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of the electronics for the heavy ion detectors at the final focal point.

the clements of the silicon telescope were processed with a linear amplifier awl the signal

from the amplifier was passed to the GANIL data acquisition system via the relevant .\DCs

(Analogue to Digital Convertors). The time signals from elements EID6, E2D6 and E5D6

were passed through TFAs (Timing Filter Amplifiers) which provided an amplified signal

with fast (nanosecond) timing whose output signals are passed through a CFD (Constant

Fraction Discriminator) which produced a digital output. The time signal from EID6

provided the start signal for two TACs (Time to Amplitude Convertors). One TAC was

stopped by a time signal from E2D6, thus giving the time difference for a heavy ion passing

between the two detectors. The other TAC was stopped by the radio frequency (RF) pulse

of the beam each time it impinged on the target, which gave a measurement of the time

of flight of the particles. A SCA (Single Channel Analyser) provided a logic output pulse

whose output signal provided the trigger for the data acquisition system. The final output

from the CFD went to a scaler which counted the number of logic pulses in a predetermined
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t ime range. the output of which was SPilt to til!' data acquisition system. Thr- t ime signal

from E5D6 also provided a t iine of flight measurement wit h respect to t hp RF.

Beta Electronics

The energy signals from 3 detectors were passed through a linear amplifier and to all

ADC which passed the signals all to the data acquisition system (s('(' figure ....5). TIl(' t iuie

E~4l
4~J-_o=r:""___....L......:...St;.;..;.art'----tTAC~- T~y

Stopl
R 20 Range 12.4 f..t;
ange J.lS OR Y

1135 Start I H ITACADC-Tor~

11341 Or I
TJ3nl Stop

Figure 4.5: Schematic of the electronics for tho tJ det ertors.

signals for the {3 detectors were taken directly from the energy signals of telescope elements

four, five and six. A discriminator after the linear amplifier provided Cl conversion of the

analogue pulses to digital pulses for the scalers and TACs, One TAC was starred with it rJ
signal from any of the detectors and stopped with a pulse from any of the ,-ray detectors

with a coincident window of 12.4 ItS. Also measured were coincident events between adjacent

Ii detectors with a coincident window of 20 Jts.

Gamma Electronics

The energy signals from the germanium detectors were amplified and processed using

linear amplifiers and the signals from these were passed to the data acquisition system by

ADCs, figure 4.6. The time signals from the germaniums wore amplified hy a TFA and

the outputs were converted to logic pulses by a CFD, one output of which went to a scalpr

which counted the number of individual germanium detector signals in a predetermined
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of the electronics for the germanium detectors.

time. The four germanium time signals were also used as an OR to stop tho TAC which

had a start from the f3 detectors.

Clock

The signal from the heavy ion detectors acted as one of the master triggers that stopped

the acquisition system (figure 4.7), the time of arrival was stamped with a dock time h....

the OPA system (open data acquisition) which had a resolution of IOO/IS.

4.2 Energy and Efficiency Calibration.

4.2.1 Germanium detectors.

The detection efficiency of a -y-ray detector, e, is dependent upon the energy of the incident

radiation, E1. At E1 ~ 300 keV the efficiency slowly decreases as a function of energy;

below this energy the efficiency decreases rapidly due to the fact that low energy, rays are

stopped quickly in the front of the detector where the electric field is not homogeneous and

therefore the charge collection time is poorly defined.

For the purpose of calibrating and gain-matching the ,-ray detectors as well as obtaining

the efficiency of the detectors a 152Eu source was used.
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The intensities of the transitions 111 the spectrum produced were 1II('1\.<;II1'('dand wore

compared with known relative intensities using the EFFIe Oak Ridge computer code. This

produces an efficiency curve of relative intensity against energy. The gain-matching prore-

duro eliminates the problem produced hy the different gains of the gormanium detectors.

The source W1\.<;placed into the detector array and data wore recorded. TIl!' dat a wen'

then sorted into individual spectra for each of the detectors and a linear function was applied

to align all the gains for each individual detector.

Figure 4.8 shows the low energy portion of the -v-ray spectra for the four germanium

detectors with the I;,2Eu source, on each of the spectra the low energy threshold is indicated.
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4.2.2 Silicon detectors.

As tho ions passed through detector E106 (figure 4.1). which was used to idonr ify t he

fragments. the energy calibration was performed for this element of the telPSCOPI'. Xo

energy requirements were set on elements two. three or four awl element fin' was used as

an implantation detector. Element six was a veto detector for element fin'.

A three nuclide o-source was used, with energies at 5.155 :\1('\', 5.487 :\I('V and 5.806 :\1l'V.

for the low energy calibration. To prevent inconsistencies from the extrapolation of the el1-

ergy calibration to higher energies the energy losses are calculated [Lewi 96, Bazi 93J for

a nucleus that has already been measured using the LISE3 spectrometer for the (,Ill'rgy

deposited in the E106 detector. This calculated energy loss was then compared with ex-

perimental results. The energy deposited by a :11 Xa nucleus, for example, was calculated

for a specific setting and then compared with experimental results. This call be performed

as there have been previous studies on :ll:'\a [Lewi 96] using similar settings of till' LISE3

spectrometer.

31Na was also used for the determination of the efficiency of the (i-detectors. The yield

of 31Na is known and a weighted average of the previous half-life measurements gin's a

value of 17.3 ± 0.3 ms. From this the expected fraction of :1I Xa to decay between two time

limits (t1 and t2) can be determined from
11J e->.tdt

F = _t_2 _
+00.f e->'tdt
o

where F is the expected number of:ll Na decaying between time limits and A is I7I2/tl/"2' F

(4.1)

can be related to the observed number of {i-particles (NIJ) by

(4.2)

where NIl Na is the yield of 31:'\a and ({j is the i3-efficiency. By taking various time windows

a weighted average gives a value for (Ii to be 62.6 ± 0.4 %.

4.3 Methods of Data Analysis.

Each event that was recorded was written out as a group of data words and thoso words

contain the energy of the radiation, the detector that detected that radiation and the time
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at which the radiation was detected. Also recorded for the heavy ion detectors was the time

of detection relative to the RF pulse

As previously described, the projectile fragments are identified by plotting the energy-

loss in the first element versus the TOF for the nuclei produced, see section 3.6.

Sections of a 2-D matrix can be selected by setting software gates in off line analysis,

these gates can be set round the nucleus or nuclei of interest.Time conditions can then

be set on coincident (3-, events to occur within a certain interval after the detection of

a selected ion. All (3-, coincident events that occur within this specified time interval

are incremented into a one-dimensional (ID) spectrum. Although this ensures that /3-

delayed ,-ray events from the implanted nucleus are measured, it does mean that. other

events originating from other nuclei can also detected. If a {i-, coincident event does

occur, the energy of the (3-particle can be incremented into an /3-partide energy spectrum

and the energy of the, ray can be incremented into a ,-ray energy spectrum if required.

The time difference between the initial ion and the subsequent coincident (3-1 event can

be incremented into a time spectrum. The setting of different time windows aids in the

identification of the ,-ray transitions from the daughter nucleus, as the intensity of the 1

rays will increase as the time window increases but after a few half-lives the peak intensity

will not increase so dramatically whereas the intensity of the background lines, having a

random rate, will constantly increase. The implantation rate in the detectors was reasonably

low, (see section 5.1) hence, it is possible to set time gates of a reasonable time period, four

or five half-lives for example for some nuclei.



Chapter 5

Results.

5.1 The Data.

Due to the selection processes made by the LISE3 spectrometer it is necossarv to vary t.h«

settings of LISE3 to optimise for nuclei which have different magnet ic rigidities. This was

achieved by varying the value of BPI, and if necessary the target and degrader thicknesses

as well, and by keeping BP2 constant. Essentially the spectrometer is set for the observa-

tion of one nucleus, which is called the setting nucleus, and due to the acceptance of tho

spectrometer and the high energies involved a region of isotopes around the setting nucleus

are collected which have similar A/Z values. A list of the setting nuclei and the relevant Bp

values, targets and energy degraders required to observe thorn as well as the implantation

rate for each setting are listed in table 5.1.

The identification plots for each of these settings are shown in figures. 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3.

and the nuclei that were produced in the region of study are shown in figure 5.4.

The yields of the different nuclei in the region of interest at each of the settings are

shown in table 5.2.

5.1.1 Beta-Particle Spectrum.

The ;J-partides from the decay of the exotic nuclei are detected in the fourth-, fifth- anel

sixth elements of the silicon telescope, and the corresponding energy spectra are shown

in figure 5.5. To ensure clean gating, 2-D matrices of /i-fJ coincident events are produced

for the adjacent (i-detectors and these are shown in figure 5.6. The lower energy region is
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Figure 5.1: Two Dimensional spectrum of the energy loss versus TOF for the 26F setting.

dominated by electronic noise and the higher energy region contains low energy protons as

well as incomplete charge collection of protons in EB5. Two-dimensional {3-{3coincident

gates are set so as to only take clean events.

The background rate in the {3-detectors is measured as the time difference between a

,B-event and the next ion implant. It is measured this way because if an ion is measured

followed by a subsequent {3-particle, there is a strong possibility that the detected ,B-particle

is associated with the decay of the implanted ion.

The random background half-life for the 31Na setting using this method was fitted to

be 104.57 ± 2.75 ms, as will be seen this is longer than the half-lives of the nuclei studied

in this work. For the other settings, 26F has a random background half-life of 410 ± 5 ms;

29F has a random background half-life of 4110 ± 850 ms; 19B has a random background
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Figure 5.2: Identification plots of time of flight (increasing from right to left) (equivalent

to AjZ) against energy loss (equivalent to Z) for the setting nuclei 31Na (top) and 29F

(bottom).
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Figure 5.3: Identification plots of time of flight (increasing from right to left) (equivalent to

AjZ) against energy loss (equivalent to Z) for the setting nuclei 19B (top) and 17B (bottom).
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Setting BpI BI BP2 B2 Target Degrader Bah'

nucleus (Tm) (T) (Tm) (T) s-I

:H~a 3.341 1.285 3.243 1.247 288 IlmllllTa+12i Illll12C 553 1"11 !IBe -UJ8

26F 3.328 1.279 3.243 1.247 377 111ll181Ta+125 1llll12C 553 Illll !lI31' 3.61

29F 3.350 1.288 3.243 1.247 539 IlmllllTa+l00 IIml2e 553 11m !lBe 0.08

19B 3.335 1.282 3.243 1.247 854 Ilml8lTa+l00 Ilml2e 553 Illll !IB(~ 3.62

17B 3.315 1.275 3.243 1.247 854 Ilml8lTa+l00 Illll12e 553 Illll gBe 5..t4

Table 5.1: A complete list of the preferential LISE3 settings for the setting nuclei of interest

and the corresponding Bp values, as well as the targets and energy degraders used. The

final column shows the implantation rate in the final telescope.

half-life of 2900 ± 360 ms and l7B has a random background half-life of 960 ± 20 illS.

5.1.2 Gamma-Ray Spectrum.

Although the primary aim of the experiment was to observe the decay proport.ios of exotic

nuclei, stable nuclei are also produced as the neutron rich parent nuclei /J-d('('a~' towards

stability. The strongest -y-ray transitions in the background spectra for t}H,:ll;\<I setting (fig-

ure 5.7) arise from nuclei near or at stability and of course longer-lived nuclei (T1/2 '" hours)

can, if produced at one setting, decay in subsequent settings.

A fraction of these background spectra were removed from the (J--y spectra produced

from the nuclei of interest. This was performed to emphasise the -y-ray transitions produced

hy those nuclei hut all intensities were measured from the original spectra.

The tJ-delayed -y-ray spectra for the 26F, 2gF, 17B and I!)B settings are shown in figure 5.8.

Note that the 511 keV peak is prominent in all of the settings hut that the other -y-rays an'

generally different.

5.2 31Na.

The N = 20 isotone 11Na20 has been studied in detail before in two previous experiments

[Guil 84, Klot 93] and was used in this analysis as a reference nucleus due to its well known
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Z '\ \" IIC lens A/Z al \"a 26F 2!JF 19B liB Total

o 12 liB 3.-10 32359 32359
1--1 l!JB 3.80 337 337

6 12 IRe 3.00 73800 7380n
13 Ige 3.17 24257 2-1257

7 12 19\" 2.71 137n 1370
13 20~ 2.86 25655 25655
14 21\" 3.00 5186 81549 86735
15 22;\' 3.14 3901 3476 3346 10723

8 14 220 2.75 10210 10210
15 230 2.88 4427 1989 6-.116
16 240 3.00 7189 1561 60-.1 9354

9 16 2,'lF 2.78 37669 1022 38691
17 26F 2.89 202 44693 2602 47497
18 27F 3.00 1426 3606 626 4608 10266
20 29F 3.22 651 651

10 17 27Ne 2.70 13275 13275
18 2RNe 2.80 4742 97896 2380 105018
19 29Ne 2.90 4319 2546 215 543 7623
20 :3ONe 3.00 740 2086 174 3000
21 31Ne 3.10 23 23

11 18 29:\'a 2.64 1581 1581
19 30~a 2.73 16230 23424 1950 41604
20 :11l\'a 2.82 93771 6446 100217
21 32;-';a 2.91 814 81-1
22 :3:1Na :3.00 155 155

12 20 :32~lg 2.67 662 662
21 ·'3·'3i\Ig 2.75 420 420
22 :31Mg 2.83 164 164

Table 5.2: A list of the yields of the nuclei produced in the region of study. The settings

are listed at the top as a function of the setting nuclei.
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Figure 5.4: A section of the Segre chart showing the nuclei produced in the experiment.

The nucleus with the green circle around it is the beam nucleus: 36S.The nuclei shown in

red were the ones produced in this experiment.

half-life, 17.7± 0.5 ms, and ,a-delayed,-decay and neutron emission properties.

During the experiment a total of 10021731Na nuclei were produced from two settings

of the LISE3 spectrometer, see table 5.3.

LISE3 Setting Yield Rate s-1

31Na 93771 2.17
26F 6446 0.07

Total 1100217 1

Table 5.3: The LISE3 settings with the yield of 31Na produced at those settings and the

implantation rate.
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Figure 5.5: The {1-particle spectra associated with the final three elements of the silicon

telescope, E{14, E{15 and E{16.
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Figure 5.6: 2-D matrices of {3-{3coincident events. The top matrix shows events that occur

in {3-detectors 4 and 5, and the bottom matrix shows events that occur in {3-detectors 5 and

6. The gates used are shown in red on each matrix.
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Figure 5.7: A ,,-ray spectrum of the background from the LISE3 setting for :l1\"a looking

for (3-delayed " events.

5.2.1 Beta-delayed Gamma-ray Spectrum.

The (3-dclayed ,,-ray spectrum for 31Na (figure 5.9a) contains ,,-rays not. only from the

daughter nucleus :Hl\Ig but also from 30l\lg, figure 5.9h. This is due to :l1:\a having a PIn

value of 37.5 ± 5.5 % [Guil 84], and indeed, the most intense" ray observed in the spectrum

is the 1483 keV transition in 30Mg. Table 5.4 summarises the energies and intensit.ies of the

measured" rays. Two contaminant lines are also very prominent in the spectrum. These

are the two known ,,-ray transitions in aoAl from the 13-decay of 30~Ig [Detr 79]. The reason

for the intense nat ure of these lines is the large amount of A = 30 nuclei that are prod urod

in some of the LISE3 settings used, and since these nuclei decay through :10Al there is a

high probability that the 244 keV and 444 keV transitions in :JO Al are detected instead of

the li-" in coincidence from the nuclei of interest. Some A = 31 nuclei can also decay via
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Figure 5.8: The 'Y-ray spectra of the backgrounds from the LISE3 settings for 26F, 29F, 17B

and 19B.
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Figure 5.9: Spectrum (a) shows the f3-delayed ,-events within 50 illS of the detection of a

:31Na. Spectrum (b) shows the corresponding background subtracted spectrum. The peaks

labelled with a star in spectrum (a) are known to be transitions in :10AI and the energies in

b) represent known, rays in :30,:31 Mg.

the j:1-nchannel which leads to the production of :10AI.

Although {:i-delayed two-neutron emission is a possibility for :11Xa, it is a weak decay

channel, with a probability of 0.9 ± 0.2 % [Klot 93J, and there are no , rays observed ill

the de-excitation of excited states in 29Mg in the present work. Not all of the, rays from

the POn channel reported in [Klot 93J are observed here either, probably because some of

them have weak branching ratios. A comparison of the relative intensities for the f:i-delaypd

,-ray transitions from :11Na from this experiment with the work performed by Klotz el al.

[Klot 93J shows that they are consistent (fig 5.10).
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El Transition 1"( L')' I -l
"( ")'

(keV) Number'' (relative) (per 100 decays) (per 100 decays)

171.1 ± 0.5 1 35 ± 2 5.0 ± 0.5 5.-1± 0.9

220.5 ± 0.6 2 14 ± 2 1.0 ± 1.0 2.2 ± 1.4

306.2 ± 0.52 3 14 ± 2 2.0 ± 0.5 2.0 ± 0.7

453.5 ± 1.5 4 3.0 ± 1.0 D.5 ± 0.5 0.-1 ± o.r
623.1 ± 0.5 5 23 ± 2 3.0 ± 0.5 3.6 ± 0.6

671.8 ± 1.1 6 12 ± 1 1.0 ± 0.5 1.8 ± 0.3

808.5 ± 0.5 7 9.5 ± 1.5 1.0 ± 0.5 1.5 ± 0.3

893.8 ± 0.8 8 5.0 ± 1.0 1.0 ± 1.0 D.9 ± 0.2

985.5 ± 0.62 9 13 ± 3 2.0 ± 0.5 1.8 ± 0.7

1213.5 ± 0.8 10 10 ± 1 2.0 ± 0.5 1.6 ± 0.3

1482.6 ± 0.42 11 100 14 ± 1 15.0 ± 5.0

1978.2 ± 0.72 12 29 ± 3 4.5 ± 1.0 4.4 ± 1.5

2022.0 ± 0.7 13 29 ± 3 5.0 ± 1.0 4.5 ± 0.9

2192.4 ± 0.8 14 26 ± 3 3.5 ± 1.0 4.0 ± 0.8

2244.3 ± 0.7 15 86 ± 5 11 ± 1 13.5 ± 2.5

Table 5.4: Energy and intensity of ,),-rays observed in the (J-decay of :lll\'a corrected for

£.13-,,(, I in :uMg unless otherwise stated. 2 in 3o:\lg subsequent to fJ-dclayed one-neutron

emission. 3 relates to fig 5.10. -1 taken from [Klot 93], :uNa decays to the 31Mg ground state

with a probability of 26 ± 9 %.
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Figure 5.10: Graph to show the ratio of the relative intensities of the -(-rays measured from

this experiment and those obtained by Klotz et al. [Klot 93]. The transition numbers are

displayed in table 5.4. The solid line represents the average ratio value of 1.01 while the

dotted lines refer to one standard deviation ± 0.25 from the average value.

5.2.2 Half-life Analysis and Results.

The half-life analysis was performed by measuring the time difference between an ion im-

plant and a subsequent f3-delayed ,ray. Taking any /3-, coincident. event produced the

half-life curve in figure 5.11. This decay curve was fitted using the method of least squares

[Bevi 69]. The range over which the fit was performed was varied and an average value of

17 ± 1 IUS was obtained.

In the:31 Na ,-ray spectrum (figure 5.9) there is quite a large background at 10\\!energies,

as well as large contaminant lines and transitions observed in nuclei t.hat an' from different

nuclei, rather than .31Na, which call lead to variations ill the measured half-life of the nucleus,

A method of removing these contaminants is to set gates on the known ,B-delayed -I rays

in regions of low background. The result of setting these gates is to produce a series of
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Figure 5.11: Half-life decay curve associated with the Ii-decay of :11Xa. This curve was

produced by taking all ii-delayed ,-rays emitted within 100 illS after a :11:'\a ion is dptpctl'll.

decay curves as shown in figure 5.12. This has a two-fold effect: 1I0t only does it reduct' t he

contaminants in the half-life curve hut also vastly reduces the statistics so it is nor possible

to perform a least-squares fit to the data. An alternative method to find t ho half-lifo is to

do a maximum likelihood fit to the data [Schill B-1] [~ll'ye 75].

For this analysis the starting point was kept constant and the end point of t hI' fit

was varied. Xlaximum likelihood lifotimes W('1"(' measured awl an ilv!'rag!' value of t hI'

half-life was obtained. The fractional number of the total counts at each end point value

used was calculated and compared to the experimental results, awl those cont ributions to

the average half-lifo from end points which gave> anomalous half-lift' moasurornonts WI'1"('

ignored. This process was repeated until the points used ga,,!' consistent lifo-t ime results

with the experimental results and an average was taken of these values. Tho error Oil this

average value was calculated by adding in quadrature t he standard deviation on the aypragl'

value and an averag« value from t hp errors giw'lI from tho maximum likelihood fit. Tho

measured half-life is: 18 ± 1 ms from gatos Sl't on t ho 1-18:3 koV, 1978 keV. 2022 kcv'

and 22-1-1kp\' transitions and this result is consistent with previous IIH'aSIlfI'IIlC'ntsof:H:'\a
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Figure 5.12: Half-life decay curves associated with the /J-d('('ay of 31Xa. These curves W('1"('

produced by setting gates on four of the known (J-ddaypd /,-rays from the decay of :ll:"a

and performing a maximum likelihood fit to the curves.

[Guil 84, Klot 93].

5.3 17B.

Bowman et al. [Bowm 74J confirmed the particle stability of 1.~I312 in 1974 using a 4.8 Ge\'

proton beam impinging on a uranium metal target. The matter radius of 17I3, determined

by Tanihata [Tani 88], was found to be anomalously larger than expected compared to

lighter boron isotopes and has been interpreted as being due to two neutrons orbiting a

stable N = 2Z core [Hans 93] and forming a Borromean system.

17I3 undergoes f1-decay to 17C with a previously determined half-life of 5.08 ± OJ)5 ms



[Dllfo 88]. lie has a measured Sn value of 729 ± 18 keY [:\.udi g;)] awl there an' t hrrx- hound

st.at.es predicted in lie [Warb 89]. Xolon Pt al. [:\011' 77] using t 1)(' rcact ion P'Ca ("~().IiC)

at 102 ~I('V found evidence for a doublet at 292 ± 20 kcv', while' a further experiment hy

Fifield et al. [Fifi 82] at a higher beam euergy of 112 ~h'V observed an excited stat« at

295 ± 10 keY.

IiB is also unusual as it has a large range of ii-delayed neutron emission multiplicit.ios

as measured by Dufour et al. [Dufo 88J by fragmenting a :.!2:\e beam at 60 ~I('V j.-\. They

measured values of POn to be 21 ± 2 %; Pin to be '63 ± 1 %; P2n to be 11 ± 7 %; P:11I to

be 3.5 ± 0.7 % and P4n to be (4 ± 3) x 1O-:! %.

During the present experiment a total of 32359 17B nuclei were produced at one spiting

of the spectrometer with an implantation rate of 0.47 nuclei s-I.

5.3.1 Beta-delayed Gamma-ray Spectrum.

The ')'-ray spectrum associated with the decay of 17B is shown in figure 5.13a. Figure 5.131>

shows the corresponding background subtracted spectrum. The transition at 741 ke\' has

been previously assigned to a transition in 1.5C [Ajze 91 J via the P2n decay channel (S('('

tables 5.5 and 5.6) and has a measured full width half maximum (FWH~I) of 9.5 ± 1.0 k('\'

which is wider than expected from a comparison with the 1.52Eusource, figure 5.1..1. This

E1 11 I..,.

(keV) (per 100 decays)

741.1 ± 0.6 1180 ± 210 3.6 ± 0.6

Table 5.5: Energy and intensities of the ')'-ray observed in the /3-decay of 17B to 1.1e.

extra width is attributed to the Doppler broadening of the 741 keY state from the recoil

of the daughter nucleus after the double neutron emission. The typical energies for ;J-

delayed neutrons are rv 1 ~ 3 MeV in this region [Raim 96] for states being populated in

16e and the measured width can be reproduced with neutrons of energies in the region of

2.5 -+ 3.5 I\IeV. A possible source of one of the neutrons is the known unbound level in 16e

at ;:::;6.11 MeV [Till 93] which lies higher in energy than the 741 keY state in l.'ie, there are

no known states in 17C higher in energy than this level. No other v rays are observed which
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Figure 5.13: Gamma-ray spectra from the study of l7n looking for 13-delayed ,-events.

Spectrum a shows the total number of f3-delayed -y-events collected 30 ms after a 1713 ion is

detected. Spectrum b shows the background subtracted spectrum.

could arise from bound states in l6e [Bala 77J or l7e, figure 5.15 .. Although the observation

of decays from bound states in l6e would not he expected as Raimann et al. account for

Elcvel .F % fed C;{, fecl

(keY) Normalised to 100 Normalised to P271

741.1 ± 0.6 5/2+ 3.6 ± 0.6 33 ± 22

Table 5.6: The feeding intensity of the state in l5e via the {3-2n decay channel of l7n

normalised to the value of Dufour et al. [Dufo 88J.
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Figure 5.14: A comparison of the F\VH:\I values of the transitions of the 1:,2EII source used

for calibration and that for the 741 keV transition. The solid line represents a least squares

linear fit to the 152Eu data.

all the f3-n decay channel feeding the l6C ground state.

The three predicted bound states in 17C are assigned as being of positive parity [Warb 89]

whereas the ground state spin and parity of 17B is predicted to he 3/2- [Dose 95]. This

would, therefore, require a first forbidden ;3-decay transition to populate 011(' of the bound

states directly which would generally be expected to be hindered. Candidate ~f rays at

224 keV and 611 keV are observed in the background subtracted spectrum which are not

known to be in any of the daughter nuclei and could arise from hound states ill 17C. However,

due to the limited statistics it is not possible to assign these as arising from bound states

in 17C. Assuming, therefore, that the POn channel decays to the 17C ground state, a loglU It
value of 5.8 ± 0.5 is obtained, (see table 5.7). The deduced value appears to 1)(' consistent

with an allowed transition as well as a first forbidden transition which would bp consistont

with the proposed spins and parities of the states involved.

Due to the limited statistics it is not possible to verify whether or not bound states of

17C are populated from the f}-decay of 17B, although feeding, if any, would be very weak.
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Figure 5.15: Level and decay scheme of 17B. The energies of the ground st.at es of Ifie and

15C are shown relative to the Sin and S211 values for 17C respectively. The bracketed values

are the excitation energy values of the bound states of each of the isotopes relative to the

ground state.

Raimann et al. observed unbound states in 17C which if of negative parity and of possible

spin values 1/2, 3/2 and 5/2 would be preferentially populated by allowed /3-decay.

Elevel % fed Q:l loglO It
(keV) (keV)

0 21 ± 21 22680 ± 80 5.8 ± 0.5

Table 5.7: The IoglO It value of the feeding of the ground state of 17C from t he i1-(kca~·of

17B assuming no feeding of other bound states. 1 Value taken from [Dufo 88].



5.3.2 Half-life Calculation and Results.

The half-life of liB was measured to be 6.7 ± 0.9 ms. figun- 5.16. This value is consistent

with previous values of 5.08 ± 0.05 ms measured by Dufour et al. [Dufo 88J and () ± 2 illS

measured by Lewitowicz et al. [Lewi 89J. Owing to the lower yield of this nucleus, and of

178 6.7 +/- 0.9 ms

10' 4.5 +/- 1.5 ms
l!lc:
:Joo

100~--~~--~-----+~--~----~o 5 10 15 20 25

Time (ms)

Figure 5.16: Top spectrum shows the half-life curve associated with the decay of liD, the

hottom one show that corresponding to 19B.

the weak ')'-ray transition, 110 gate was set on the ')'-ray spectrum but rather a maximum

likelihood fit was applied to the time difference between an implant and the detection of a

(J-,), coincidence.



The part ide stability of _rJBI_1was confirmed b~· \Iussl'r and Stevenson [Muss 8-1] b~· frag-

menting a 670 \le\"/A beam of '=;6Feon a 7.9 g em-:2 Bp t.argot. I!JB is t.ho heaviest

bound isotope of boron, with 18B known to 1)(' unbound and heavier isotopes predirted to

be unbound [Xluss 8-1]. ;\0 half-life or particle emission probabilities measurements han'

previously been performed on this nucleus.

A total yield of 337 19B nuclei were produced during the experiment at one setting of

the LISE3 spectrometer with a count rate of 0.002 nuclei s -I. Due to such a low yield of

this nucleus it was not possible to perform any a-delayed ,-ray analysis of this nucleus and

it was only possible to obtain a measurement of the half-life using the maximum likelihood

method. The value obtained is 4.5 ± 1.5 ms, which is the first measurement of this value,

figure 5.16.

5.5 18e.

The particle stability of ~8e12 was confirmed by Artukh et aL. [Artu 69] by bombarding a

232Th target with 180 at 122 ;VIeV.Values of the half-life and neutron emission probabilities

have been measured by various authors [Muel 88, Lewi 89, Reed 91, Pray 91] and a study

of the J3-delayed ,-rays was undertaken by Pravikoff et al. [Pray 91].

During the present experiment a yield of 73800 18e nuclei were produced from one

setting of the spectrometer which corresponded to a production rate of 1.08 nuclei s-I.

5.5.1 Beta-delayed Gamma-ray Spectrum.

The /3-, coincident spectrum associated with the decay of IXe -too ms after a IRe ion is

detected is shown in figure 5.17a and the background subtracted spectrum is shown in

figure 5.17h. The peaks that are marked are known from Pravikoff et aL. to be in 18K and

summarised in table 5.8, with a comparison of the values obtained by Pravikoff et al ..

Various time gate durations were set for the detection of the /3-, events after the initial

IRe ion and the intensities of the, rays were measured at each of these different time gates.

An average value was obtained for each of the, rays: these values are shown in table 5.8.

The reason for this is the production of 1ge at the same setting as HIe and, as will be seen
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Figure 5.17: Gamma-ray spectra from the study of ISC looking for /3-delayed ,-events.

Spectrum (a) shows the total number of /3-delayed ,-events collected within 400 ms after

a ISC ion is detected. Spectrum (b) shows the background subtracted spectrum with the

peaks marked known to be due to the decay of excited levels in IsN. The contaminant peak

at 1982 keY is known to be in ISO [Till 95J.

in section 5.6.1, 19C has a relatively large Pin value and populates the two lowest excited

states in ISN. By measuring the intensity of the, rays as the time gate is made longer, any

variation in the intensity due to, rays from 19C can be determined and corrected for.

One ,-ray observed by Pravikoff et al. was not observed in this experiment; the

2025.3 ± 0.8 keY transition, although a limit of the expected intensity can be deduced

as being 600 ± 400 counts after correction for the /3-, detection efficiency, by using the in-

tensity deduced by Pravikoff et al. Also the transition at 1734.5 ± 0.9 keY was not ohserved

at time intervals of more than 200 ms. This transition is relatively strongly populated in the

experiment performed by Pravikoff et al. with an intensity similar to that of the 1619 keY



E") Ii Ii I") Ii
(keY) (per 100 decays] (rclat in') (relative) I

116.0 ± 0.3 21300 ± 500 29 ± 1 100 ± 3 2-1.3 ± 0.8

.tI1.9 ± 0.3 3-150 ± liO 5.0 ± 0.5 16 ± 1 11.-1± 1.5

879.3 ± 0.3 6590 ± 250 9.0 ± 0.5 31 ± 2 33.-1 ± 3.0

11-16.2 ± 0.6 2-170 ± 210 3.5 ± 0.5 12 ± 1 12.9 ± 3.8

1619.0 ± 0.6 3100 ± 250 -1.5 ± 0.5 15 ± 1 19.0 ± 3.8

1734.5 ± 0.9 1530 ± 310 2.0 ± 0.5 i.5 ± 1.5 19.0 ± 3.8

2025.3 ± 0.8 5.3 ± 3.8

2499.9 ± 0.6 7550 ± 490 11 ± 1 36 ± 3 31.2 ± 6.8

2614.3 ± 0.7 16200 ± 800 22 ± 1 76 ± 4 76 ± 8

Table 5.8: Energy and intensities of ",(-rays observed in the H-decay of IRe. 1 taken from

Pravikoff et al. [Prav 91J, the intensities have been corrected so that the relative value for

the 2614 keV is 76 %

transition whereas in this experiment it is observed with half this intensity.

A comparison of the feeding intensities for states in 18)\" from this experiment and

Pravikoff et al. is shown in figure 5.18. The level at 2614 keV has a feeding intensity of

42 ± 2 % from this experiment which is almost half the value observed bv Pravikoff, TIl('

level at 1735 keV is assigned as not being fed directly at all which is consistent with the

previous measurements as is the feeding of the 587 keV level. The level at 116 keY has been

assignpd a" being fed directly whereas previously no direct feeding was observed. Pravikoff

et al. point out though that they only observe part of the flux out of the 115 keY sr ate

and have hypothesised that this level is isomeric. From the {i-",( coincident time window of

12.4 ItS it is possible to place an upper limit on the lifetime of this state to be this value and

the lower limit to be 600 ns [Prav 91J. Such a delayed transition has been observed in tho

neighbouring nucleus 16X [Till 93] between its first excited state (Ex = 120 kev, .I" = 0-)

and its ground state (.]11" = 2-) with a lifetime of 5.25 ItS.

LoglO It values for the levels in lR~ are summarised in table 5.9 and compared with

those previously measured. The half-life value taken for the loglO jt was that measured
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Figure 5.18: A comparison of the feeding intensities of the levels produced ill II!:\ from tho

{:i-decay of 18e from this experiment (left) and fro III [Pray 91].

during this analysis, see section 5.5.2.

ElelJe1 % fed QrJ loglO It loglO It
(keV) (keV) Pravikoff et al. [Pray 91]

2614.3 ± 0.7 42 ± 2 9190 ± 40 4.33 ± 0.04 4.11 ± 0.22

1734.5 ± 0.9 10070 ± 40 5.18 ± 0.78

587.9 ± OA 1.5 ± 0.5 11220 ± 40 6.3 ± 0.2 ~ 6.36

116.0 ± 0.3 8.5 ± 1.5 11690 ± 40 5.48 ± 0.07

Table 5.9: TIl(' states produced in the decay of LBe to IBN and their corresponding loglO It
values. TIl(' loglO It values for the same levels that are found to he fed previously are

compared with previous results.
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The io~1OIt value for the 261-1 keY state is consistent with that rr-porrr-d h~' Pravikoff

r]. ILl. [Pray 91] and would indicate that this level has a spin and paritv assi~nlllpllt of 1+,

Calcular ions from Pravikoff et at. and Curtin et al. [Curt 86] based Oil t he ~Iilk-nor-K urat h

(~IK) interact ion [~Iill i5] for the population of t he first excited 1+ st ato ill IH\" wort- quoted

and energies of 261-1 keV and 1735 keY were obtained from calculated half-lift' values of

197 ms and 117 illS respectively for the 18e 3-decay [Prav 91], However Pravikoff pointed

out that then> are difficulties reproducing the experiment al feat mrs of t hp 8-dpcay,

The [J-(kcay to the 1735 keV level previously reported indicated that this level had

values of.J = 1 or 2 but no feeding of this state is observed in this ex porimont ,

The loglO It value of the 588 ke'V state is also consistent with that previously moasurrd

and would indicate a first forbidden transition, Pravikoff et al. tent at ivvlv predict that this

state has an assignment of 2- ,

The state at 116 keY which was previously assigned as not been fpd dirort.lv h~' .i-d('('a~'

has a measured loglO It value of 5,48 ± 0,07 ill this experiment and would indicate an

allowed transition. Shell-model calculations predict a low-lying t ripk-t of st a tt's ill I H \" of

,J" = 1-. 2- and 3- [Olne 82] although with an incorrect ground st ar« of .I" = 2-, Direct

feeding of these states would not be expected due to arising from a first forbidden (kcay

hence it is not possible to assign a spin or parity to this state.

TIl(' ground state spin and parity of 18\" ha s been determined expcrinu-nt allv to 1)(' 1-

[0111(' 82] and would therefore not be expected to be f('d directly due to t ho requirement

of a first forbidden transition from the 0+ ground state of IHC, From the measured ~,-ra~'

intensitips a value of POll = 52 ± 3 % can be obtaiIl('(l, assuming ouly -I-('Iuittin~ statl's an'

populated. iudicating that P7I = -18 ± 3 (;{ which is consist('nt with thos(' \'altu's llll'asllrl'd

by Lp\\'itowicz f't al, (50 ± 10 %) [Lewi 89] and Reccipr et al, (·H.J ± 5.0 (i{) [Rpl'ci !)J].

hilt in('onsistt'nt with those values measured by :\111('II('ret ai, (25 ± -1,;j Ii{) [~"!('I SS] aud

Pravikoff et al. (19 ± 5 %) [Prav 91], The vailI(' ohtailH'<J in tlu' lattpr ('xpl'rillll'llt though

would dppend 011 t he lifetime of the 116 keY state,

5.5.2 Half-life Calculation and Results.

TlH' half-lift' of ISe was found to l){' 95 ± 5 ms, figlll'(' 5,19, Gat('s \\'('n' spt Oil thl' IHi kl'\',

-172 kl'V and 8i9 kt'V transitions and a maximum likt'lihood fit was applipcl to till' clata
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(S('(' sort iou 5.2.2). This value is consistent with the measurements made by Xhu-lk-r et al.

(66 ~T:~ms). Lewitowicz et al. (i8 ~T~ms}, Reeder et al. (9-1± 2i ms) and Pravikoff id al.

(95 ± 10 ms).

o 200

Time (ms)

400

Figure 5.19: Half-life decay curves associated with the /3-de('ay of lHe. These curves were

produced by setting gates on three of the known JJ-delayed r rays from the decay of lHe

and performing a maximum likelihood fit to the curves.

5.6 19C.

Agel:l was confirmed to be particle stable by Bowman et al. [Bowm 74] by impinging a

4.8 GeV proton beam on a uranium metal target. Dufour et al. [Dufo 88] measured the

I)-delayed multi-nucleon emission decay branches from the fragmcntation of a 22:\(, beam

at 60 MeV f.'\. They observed values of POn to be 46 ± 3 %; Pin to be 47 ± :3 7:'. and P'271



I!)

to Iw i ± 3 /{: till' half-life was also measured to bp 49 ± 411ls. The mass I'XCPSS of I!IC is

32830 ± 110 keV [Audi 93]. I!lC is then stable with respect to d!'('ay to I!lC + n h~' 161 kp\'

and into 17C+ 2n by 4330 kc\". Such a low SI! value led to the proposal that I!le has a halo

structure of a neutron orbiting a IRe core. as has been observed from a breakup reaction of

19C [Bazi 93].

During the experiment a total yield of 24257 19C nuclei were prod need, all at (HlP set t illl!;

of the spectrometer with a production rate of 0.35 nuclei s-I.

5.6.1 Beta-delayed Gamma-ray Spectrum.

Figure 5.20a shows the !3-"( spectrum from the decay of 19C within 200 ms after an l!le

ion is detected. Figure 5.20b shows the background subtracted spectrum. Two peaks an'

prominent which are known to be in H!);', see section 5.5: these are produced via the fi-

n channel and are summarised in table 5.10. The width of the 116 keY line indicates

some Doppler broadening with respect to the 152Eu source with Cl IIIpaSIl1"('<I F\VH~I of

3.4 ± 0.1 ke'V, this indicates a neutron energy of 1.5 -+ 2.5 ~IeV which compares favourably

with the energies measured by Ozawa et al. As for 18C, various time gates werr used ill t ho

"(-ray analysis and an average value was obtained of the intensities.

E" I" I" I" % fpd

(keV) (relative) (per 100 decays) Normalised to PIli

116.1 ± 0.3 9060 ± 300 100 ± 5 37 ± 2 80 ± 7

471.4 ± 0.5 1200 ± 80 13 ± 2 4.9 ± 0.7 11 ± 2

Table 5.10: Energy and intensities of"( rays observed ill the 13-decay of HIC, the intensity is

normalised to the Pin value [Dufo 88].

No other') rays are prominent, and "( rays which would be associated with the decay of

l'xcitpd states in 19~ are not observed (excited states in 19:,\ were measured by Catforcl l'l

al. [Catf 89]); an experiment to study the !3-delayed neutron emission of I(IC by Ozawa et

al. [Ozaw 95] also did not observe ,,(-rays from excited states in I!I~. A compilation of the

excitatiou scheme deduced from Ozawa et al. and Cat ford et al. is shown in figure 3.21.

From the feeding of the bound states in lR~ from the /3-clelaYl'd neutron emission it is only
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Figure 5.20: Gamma-ray spectra from the study of 19C looking for [:I-dp);\)'pd ,-(·v(·nts.

Spectrum (a) shows the total number of ,B-delayed -y-events collected within 200 ms after

a 19C ion is detected. Spectrum (b) shows the background subtracted spectrum with tho

peaks marked known to be due to the decay of excited leve Is in IK;\ via the /:I-n channel.

possible to determine the 10glOft value for the known 6.39 MeV state in 1!1i\' which neutron

decays to the 588 keY state in 18N [Ozaw 95], as the 116 keY state is fed from two unbound

states in 19N and by the 471 keY l'-ray arising from the 588 keV state, and is summarised

in table 5.11. This value is compared to that measured by Ozawa et al. and tho half-life

value used was that measured during this experiment, see section 5.6.2.

The measured 10gJOIt value would correspond to an allowed transition which is the samo

conclusion previously derived by Ozawa et al., although the feeding of this state is not. a"

strong as that measured previously. The total absolute f('ecling of the 116 keV 1('\"('1from

the two states at 7020 keY and 6500 keV from the previous work is 32.7 ± 2.2 % which

compares favourably with a value of 33 ± 2 % deduced from this work.
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Figure 5.21: A compilation of the 19:,\ level scheme and the feeding of rhe hound st atos ill

IBN from the /3-n channel.

From shell model calculations, Ozawa et al. predicted the ground state spin and parit)·

of 19C to be 1/2+, but pointed out that the 3/2+ and 5/2+ levels ;HI' predicted to IiI' within

200 keY of this level and the ground state could in fact take any of those values. The st atr-

at 6.39 XleV would therefore take any spin/parity assignment of 1/2+ . 3/2+ , 5/2+ or 7/2+ .

The known bound states of 19N are of negative parity [Calf 8!)] and tho direct foeding of

such states from the f3-decay of 19C would be expected to he hindered.

Elevel % fed QiJ loglO it loglo it
(MeV) (keV) Ozawa [Ozaw !)5]

6.39 ± 0.01 5.0 ± 0.5 10580 ± 111 5.27 ± 0.13 -t.77 ± 0.13

Table 5.11: The states produced in the decay of 19C to 19;\;and their corresponding loglO ft

values. The energy of the excited state are taken from [Ozaw 95] but with the f('eding

intensities deduced from this experiment.



5.6.2 Half-life Calculation and Results.

TIll' half-lifo of I!lC was found to 1)(' -H) ± (j IUS, figur« .j,~~, :\ gall' was sl'l Oil I hI' 1 IIi kl'\'

t ra nsit ion and a maximum likelihood fit was applied to t he dat a (SI'I' sl'clioll ,),~,~), This

value is consistent with tilt' measurement made bv Dufour dill, [Dufo HH],
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Figure 5,22: Top spectrum shows the half-lifo curve asso<"iatl'd with t h« dl'('a,v of 1!IC. r lu-

bottom (HIP shows that corresponding to 21~.

5.7 20N.

By impinging all 180 beam at 1~2 \IPY onto a ;j mg cm -2 I hick !:12Th, aq!;<'t Art ukh et

al. [Art u 59] demonstrated the particle stability of ~o:\"J:l. Half-lift' awl neutron r-uussion

probabilities measurements have been performed by \1111'liPI' f'f al. [\1111'1 SS] and H('l'dl'r I'l



al. [{{('('d U1].

.-\ vivld of 256;j,j :.10:,\ nuclei were produced during the experimr-nt at onlv OJl(' S('t t iUI!;

which resulted in an implantation rate of 0.38 nuclei S-I.

5.7.1 Beta-delayed Gamma-ray Spectrum.

Thed-delayed ,-ray spectrum observed -lOa illS after the' dctert ion of a 20\" ion is shown ill

figure 5.2:3a, with the resultant background subtracted spectrum ill figure 5.2;31>.Ow' peak

is marked ill figure 5.23b - the 96 keY transition is known to 1)(' in I!lO [Ajz« 87]. figun- ;j.2·1.
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Figure 5.23: Gamma-ray spectra from the study of =x looking for ::J-d('layed ,-(·\·I'llts.

Spectrum (a) shows tho total number of ;:I-delayed ,-ewuts «ollcrtr-d wit hill -lOO ms aftr-r

20 'I." • I I () k . k I' (I) I' I' '11 . fa .:, lOll IS ( etoctec . ne pea' IS mar '(.( III spectrum ) w 1)(' I IS stl prominent a 1('1'

background subtraction.

As was previously mentioned the low energy thresholds of tho ,-ray d('tl'('fors indicate

that tho 96 keY transition can only be measured by one of the detectors, This r('<iw'('d
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Figure 5.24: Level and decay scheme of2oN. The energy of the ground state of 190 is shown

relative to the Sin value for 2°0. The bracketed values are the excitation energy values of

the bound states of each of the isotopes relative to the ground state.

efficiency has been used when calculating the intensity of the, ray and is summarised in

table 5.12. The intensity of the, ray and the non-observation of any other, ray ill the

spectrum leads to the proposal that the {3-n decay channel populates the lowest two states

of 190 with equal intensity, table 5.13. The FWH~1 of the 96 keY transition was slightly

E,,/ 1,,/ 1,,/

(keV) (per 100 decays)

96.4 ± 0.4 7750 ± 1220 30 ± 5

Table 5.12: Energy and intensity of ,-ray observed in the (i-decay of 20:".



E",,'<'I .F Vc fpd (It fl'd

(ke Y) Xormalised to 100 Xormalised to P"

96.4 ± 0.4 3/2+ 30 ± 5 ;)1 ±!)

0 5/2+ 29 ± 5 .J!) ± !)

Table 5.13: The feeding intensities of t he states ill 190 via t IH' .i-II d('ca~' channel (If:'w:\, Tho

P" value taken was a weighted average of the previous UH'aSUJ'('IlH'lltswhich is 60 ± .j (It ,

broadened compared with the 152Eu source data although due to t.he resolut ion of t lu- ono

germaniuIIl detector that could detect this transition this is a tontnr ive assigmuont of IIll'

Doppler broadening.

There is no evidence of direct population of known excited states ill :.100 [:\jzp Hi]. allli

from shell model considerations, the ground state of 20:\ would 1)(> ('itht'J' 2 or:J a lid

would 110t favourably populate the known states in :'!OO.

5.8 21N.

The particle stability of ~l;\ I,t was confirmed by Art ukh r:t al. [Art u ill"] h.v bombardiug

a 2:l2Th target with et 22\"1' beam at 174 :\Ie\'. Half-lifo and nenr ron omission probahilit ii's

measurements han' been performed by :\ Iuoller et al. [:\11I!'1 ~8] i111C 1 Rpp<ipr I'f ul. [Hpp<l!H].

A total yield of 86735 21:\ nuclei wore produced during III(' exporiuu-nt at t wo <litfl'r<'111

settings of the spectrometer as shown ill table 5.14.

LISE3 Setting Yield Rate s-I

2r,F 5186 0.06

17B 815-19 1.19

Total I 86735 I II
Table 5.1-1: The LISE3 settings and the yield of'll\" produced at I'il('h sl'tting with t lu-

implantation rate.



5.8.1 Beta-delayed Gamma-ray Spectrum.

The .3-d('la~"('(1{-ray spectrum produced for r he t he cl('c;t,\"of 21:,\ is shown in figure ;j,2,ja,

with the condition that only ~f rays emitted within 300 illS of t ho dotrx-tion of a 21:,\ ion an'
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Figure 5,25: Gamma-ray spectra from the study of 21;\ looking for /j-d('la.\'(·<I "Y-('\'('nts,

Spectrum (a) shows the total number of /3-delayed -y-cvents collected within :300 illS after

a 20N ion is detected. One peak is marked in spectrum (b) which is prominent after

background subtraction,

incremented. The resultant background-subtracted spectrum is shown ill figuro 5.251>. Tho

peak marked at 1674 keY (table 5.15) is known to be in 2°0 [Ajze 87] which is populated via

the 3-n decay channel which has a weighted average probability of so ± 8 %, and the f('('ding

of the excited and the assumed feeding of the ground state is sununarisod in table 5.Hi. :'\0

"Yrays arising from excited states in 210 [Catf 89] are observed in the spectrum.

The parities of the bound states of 210 are predicted to he all positive [Catf 89] awl
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Figure 5.26: Level and decay scheme of 21:,\. The energy of the ground st.atr- of 2°0 is shown

relative to the SIT! value for 210. The bracketed values are the excit at ion (>JI('rgyvalues of

the bound states of each of the isotopes relative to the ground st ate.

the ;J-dpcay to these states would thus be expected to 1)(' hindered. This would explain t lu-

high PI! value of 21 ~ as there could bp high lying negative parity states which would 1)('

preferentially populated.

E..." I.., I..,

(keY) (per 100 ciPcays)

1673.5 ± 0.3 25860 ± 1180 ;30 ± 1

Table 5.15: Energy and intensities of the ,-ray observed ill r hv .1-d('("ay of 21:,\.



E/nd .pr ex fed <;{ f('d

(keY) Xormalised to 100 :\'ormaliscd t () P"

1673.5 ± 0.3 2+ 30 ± 1 :Ji ± -1

0 0+ 70 ± 7 63 ± i

Table 5.16: The feeding intensities of the states in 2°0 via the .1-1l d('('a~' cha III l<'1 of 2I:\,

normalised to the average P n value.

5.8.2 Half-life Calculation and Results.

The half-life of 21N was determined to be 82 ± 6 ms, figure 5.22. A gat« was placed Oil

the 1674 keV transition and a maximum likelihood fit was applied to the dat a. This \'a1111'

is consistent with the measurement preformed by ),1ueller et al. [:\111('1 !)O] (9:; ~:; ius] hut

not consistent with that performed by Reeder et al. [Recd Il1] (61 ± :3 ms).

5.9 240.

2JOI6 is the heaviest bound isotope of oxygen observed [Tara !)7a]. III an earlier experimont

using the LISE3 spectrometer with a 4-1 MeV/A 48Ca beam. Mueller et al. [:\1111'1!)O]

measured the half-life of 240 to be 61~n Ills and the P" value to 1)(' 58 ± 12 %. This

present work represents the first {3-, study of this nucleus and in the parallel analysis of

the data the Pn value was measured as 11 ± 4 % [Tara 97h].

During the present experiment a total of 9354 240 nuclei were produced at t hrrx- separate

settings as shown in table 5.17.

5.9.1 Beta-delayed Gamma-ray Spectrum.

Figure 5.27a shows all the {3-delayed , rays collected 200 ms after all :210 ion is dctortr-d.

Figure 5.27b shows the background subtracted spectrum. Four peaks are labelled hut the

1982 keV peak is assigned as the known 2+ -+ 0+ transition energy in 2,1:\,(,from the /i-dpcay

of 21F (tl/2 = 3-10 ± 80 ms [Dufo 86]). The energies and intcnsitios of these transitions an'

summarised in table 5.18. The previous measurement of the Pn value of 210 raises tho

question of whether the three identified, rays are emitted from levels in 21F or from 2:IF



LISE3 Setting Yield Rate s-l

26r 7189 0.08

17B 604 0.009

19B 1561 0.009

Total I 9354 I
"Table 5.17: The LISE3 settings and the yield of 240 produced at those settings with the

implantation rate.

El' I')' I, L.,

(keV) (relative) (per 100 decays)

521.5 ± 0.3 1350 ± 190 51 ± 9 15 ± 2

1309.5 ± 0.5 1130 ± 250 42.0 ± 11 12 ± 3

1831.6 ± 0.5 2700 ± 300 100 ± 11 29 ± 3

Table 5.18: Energy and intensities of"( rays observed in the Ii-decay of 2·'0 to 2·' F.

after neutron emission. The energy level spectrum of 23F was previously st udied by Orr et al.

[Orr 89J and a comparison of the 'Y rays with these known levels indicates no correspondence

between the two. This conclusion is also supported by the lower P" value measured in the

parallel analysis.

The 1982 keY transition is the only observed "( ray from the f3-decay of 2"r with 100 %

emission probability. By using a long time gate after the detection of an 2"0 ion it is

possible to measure the POn channel of 240 via the decay of its daughter nucleus. From

Krane [Kran 88J the production and decay of a daughter nucleus can 1)('calculated hy

(5.1 )

where dNz/ dt is the rate of decay of the daughter nucleus, No is the number of parent nuclei

at t = 0,),1 and ),2 are the decay constants of the parent and daughter nuclei respectively,

POn is the percentage of parent nuclei decaying via the (3-"( channel and Pd is the percentage

of daughter nuclei decaying via the (3-"( channel which in this instance is 100 %. Integrating
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Figure 5.27: Gamma-ray spectra from the study of 2"0 looking for .:I-dl'la~·('d i-I'\"l'lIls.

SpectruIU (a) shows the total number of (3-delayed ,-('Wilts ("011('('11'<1 wit hill :WO illS afll'r

a 210 ion is detected; three peaks are marked 011 which are still visiblr- after barkground

subtraction (b). Also marked on is the 1982 ke\' ,-ray, observed fWIIl t IU' .i-dl'ca.\' of 21 F

to 241\e.

this equation over the time range gives the expected number of tho daughter nurl ..i having

decayed in this time. Only 240 ions produced during the 26F setting an' analysed t his \\'a~·.

The 1982 keV ,-ray background can be accounted for by consideriug:

• The random rate of 1982 keV events which can ho calculated hy using tilt' r-qunriou:

l-, x t X NI
Irandom = t

o
(;-'.2)

where lrandol1l is the random rate in the t ime difference USI'<1 (f). l-, is t lu- tot al numbr-r

of the 1982 keY ,-rays produced in the 26F setting, N, is the total 11111111>«,1'of 21()

ions produced at the 26F setting and to is the length of time of the 2liF sett ing.
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• from "lIF ions. There was a yield of 1985 "lIF ions detected during the :·!liF sl'tting; at

an implantation rate of 0.02 8-1. and it is necessarv to arrouut for t he possibilirv of

a 21 F decay using

I .Vl X NF X t
Hi" = to

where Np is the number of 2.IF ions detected during the "l6F sett ing.

Different time gates were set and the expected intensity of the 1982 kl'V ,-ray ill till' t iuu-

range used was calculated as were the background rates. From the measured intr-nsitv of

the 1982 keV, I~982, the POn value could be determined using equation 5.1 and t hI' equat ion:

(
1982 ) dN2

["( - [random - l24p = -1-'.u (;) .·1)

An average of the POn value was determined as 76 ± 8 %, implying till' I'll valu« to hI'

24 ± 8 % which is consistent with that obtained by xlueller et al. and fWIII till' paralh-l

analysis of the data set.

5.9.2 Half-life Calculation and Results.

The half-life of 240 was found to be 65 ± 5 ms, figure 5.28. TIl(' value obtained is ronsisteut

with that measured by Mueller et al. [Muel 90J. Gates were s('t on till' 522 kl'\·. l:UO kl'\'

and 1832 ke'V transitions and a maximum likelihood fit applied.

5.9.3 Comparisons with Single Particle Shell Model Calculations.

Shell model calculations have been performed by Suhonen [Sullo 98J using tilt' slll'lI 1IIod,·1

code OXBASH [Brow 86J using three different interactions proposed for .wl shell nuck-i

[Wild 84, Brow 88, Chun 76J to determine the energy spectrum of cxritr-d statl's in "lIF.

The results of the calculations are shown in figure 5.29 and it is evident t hat all t hn'('

interactions predict the same sequence of lowest lying states alt hough t he pn'dsl' I'lll'rgil's

differ.

A possible partial level scheme for 24 F is shown in figure 5.29d for the , rays identified

in figure 5.27. The level scheme in figure 5.29d is derived from tho fad that t lu- two JOWI'sl

energy 'Y rays sum up to the exact energy of the third strongly suggest ing that the two

'Y rays are in a cascade from the same state as the higher energy ,ray. In this 1('\"(,1
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Figure 5.28: Half-life decay curve associated with th« .:I-dt·c·ayof 110.

scheme a 1+ level at 1832 keV is fed directly ill tilt' .J~d(,(,(l~·of llO and -I-d('c'ays din'('II,"

to the 3+ ground state and to a state at 522 keY. The ordering of IIU' 1:12() kl'\' and

522 keV transitions are tentative but it does provide better agreement wit h IIU' shell IIIllIh·'

calculations, The level at 522 keV would not be expected to 1)(' fC'ddue 10 spill rc'sl rirt ions

and the experimental deduced feeding is consistent with this, TIU' f('('dill!!;of IhI' H~:J:!k('\'

state and the corresponding 10glO jt value is given in table 5.19. TIll' value of ,I.:J for 1111'

Elevel .J7r % fed Q/I loglO It
(keV) (keV)

1831.6 ± 0.5 1+ 41 ± 4 9600 ± 300 4.3 ± 0,1

Table 5.19: The state fed in the decay of 240 to 21F and the corrospondiug loglO It value.

loglO jt value is consistent with an allowed transition indicating a 1+ nssigutuont for tho fl'd

state,

Combining the observed {j-decay strength with the average of t he measured I'll values

implies that 41 % of the total .a-decay of 240 is not accounted for, TIJ(' shell model 11"'('1
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Figure 5.29: Energy levels of 24F up to ",4 ~IeV calculated using Ihe shell 1II0dpi codl'

OXBASH [Brow 86] with a) the USD interaction [Wild 84]; h) the SDPOTA intorurt iou

[Brow 88] and c) the interaction of Chung and Wildenthal [Chun 76], compared wit h IIII'

tentative partial decay scheme deduced in the present work. The ('nl'rgil's of t lu- 11'\'I'lsarc'

given in keY and the tentative spin and parity assignments for till' (Ie,d III'1'd Ip\'pls an' in

parentheses. The Sn value [Audi 95] is indicted by the dashed IiIH'.

schemes of figure 5.29 suggests that there is another 1+ level that could hI' expectr«] iwlo\\"

the Sn level (3900 ± 100 keY [Audi 95]), If this level was to 1H'populated dircct lv t lu-n t he

efficiency of detecting I rays from the decay of this state to the ground stat« would 1>1'WI',"

low (0,2-0.4 %), There is weak evidence in the 24() spectrum of other , ray» hut du« to t h«

weakness of their intensities it was not possible to place them as arising from I'xl'itpd slall's

in 24F.
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5.10 25F.

Values of the half-life and neutron emission probability for 'l;;F IIi worr: proviouslv nu-axurr«]

to he 59 ± 40 ms and 15 ± 10% respectively in an experiment perfornu-d h." Hppdpr ,'f

al. [Reed 91J impinging 800 xr-v protons on 'l:J'lTh and using tho TOFI (Tilllt' Of Flight

Isochronous) spectrometer [Viei 86] to separate out the nuclei. In t 11('parallel analysis of

the data a value of 14 ± 5 % was measured for the Pn value [Tara 9ih].

The first experimental study of 25:\'e by Wilcox et al. [Wile i3] was performed hy using

the reaction 26~IgeLi,8B)2.'j~e with a beam energy of i9 :\1('\". This experiment suff!'r!'d

from poor statistics, although they observed possible excited stun-s at 1.6;) ± D.D;j :\11'\'.

2.03 ± 0.05 MeV, 3.25 ± 0.08 ~IeV, 4.05 ± 0.08 ~leV and 4.7 ± D.I :'-.I!'\· (figuro .j.:m). :\

second experiment performed by Woods et al. [Wood 85] with a 1:1(' beam at 9() :\11'\' Oil a

26~lg target provided more information on the level scheme and a value of tln- OIlt'-IlI'1I1ron

separation energy was obtained as being 4.13 :\IeV. The deduced level SdH'IlH'S from t 1((' Iwo

experiments are shown in figure 5.30. The measured widths of the 1.i·' :\11'\' and :U:J :\1('\'

peaks were 255 ± 21 keY and 305 ± 44 keY respectively, Woods concIuded that t lu- shapps

of these peaks suggested that they are unresolved doublets, and that tilt' peaks at 1.,., :\(1'\'

are separated by 110 ± 100 keY and those at 3.33 :\leV by 200 ± 100 k('V.

During the present experiment a total of 38691 25F nuclei were idont itil'd and t hps(' wr-r«

distributed among the runs as shown in table 5.20.

LISE3 Setting Yield Rate s-I

26F 37669 0.44

17B 1022 0.02

Total I 38691 I II
Table 5.20: The LISE3 settings and the yield of 25F nuclei produced at earh sot t iug wit h

the corresponding implantation rate.
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Figure 5.30: Comparison of a) shell model calculations with tho t:SD interact ion [Wild H.II.

including calculated logto It values; b) the partial level scheme ded urrxl ill 1111' presout work:

c) the energy levels identified by Woods et al. [Wood 85]; and cl) the pJl('rg~' levels idl'ntifipd

by Wilcox et al. [Wile 73]. The dashed lines and values in parentheses indicate tr-ntut ivo

levels and transitions. The excitation energies of the levels and ,-ray Iransit ion I'llI'rgil's

are given to the nearest keY. See text for explanation of the width~ of t.III' levels nu-asured

in the transfer reactions.

5.10.1 Beta-delayed Gamma-ray Spectrum.

Figure 5.31a shows all the .a-delayed, rays collected 200 ms after a 2:'F ion is d(,tl'('It'd nnd

figure 5.31 b shows the same spectrum after a normalised fraction of t he ,-ra~' background

is removed. Four peaks have been labelled ill addition to the 19S2 koV 2+ -+ 0+ transit ion

in 2.1Ne from the {:I-decay of 24F populated in this case via th .. PIli dp('a~r rhaunel. TIll'

1982 keV ,-ray line in this spectrum is significantly broader than 01111'1' linos in this n-giou

(9 ±1 keY F\vH~I compared with -! ± 1keV FWH~I). which is compat.ible with Ih(' Doppler

hroadc>ning expected for ,-rays emitted following the emission of a neutron with all ('JI('''!!;.\'

of around 1.4 MeV. From measuring the intensity of the 1982 kt'V ~f-ray awl rorrort im;
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Figure 5.31: Gamma-ray spectra from the study of2·'lF looking for ,i-dPlaYI'<1,-I'WlitS. Spt't'-

trum (a) shows the total number of ,B-delayed "( events collected within 200 illS aftor a :r'F

ion is detected. Five peaks are marked which are still visible after background suht rurt ion

(b).

for the random background component a value of PIli = 11 ± ;.1 (Ir call Ill' oht ainr-d. This

value is consistent with that measured by Reeder et (11. and ill t IIC'parallel nualvsis of t hI'

data [Tara 97b]. The value measured by "(-ray emission can therefore 1)(' n·gardl'd as a

lower limit of the Pn value. None of these "(-ray energies correspond to t ransitions ill t hI'

grand-daughter nucleus 2.'iNa, so they are attributed to ,-rays emitted from lovols ill :2"~1'

which are populated in the ,B-decay of 25F. The energies and relative intensit ies of those

linos an' summarised in table 5.21.
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El' II' LT I...,

(keY) (relative ) (per 100 d('('a~'s)

574.7 ± 0.5 3580 ± 340 24 ± 3 9.5 ± 0.9

1613.4 ± 1.2 4390 ± 670 30 ± 5 12 ± 2

1702.7 ± 0.7 14700 ± 1000 100 ± t 39 ± 3

2188.6 ± 1.3 2720±610 19 ± 5 7.2 ± 1.6

Table 5.21: Energy and intensities of ,),-rays observed in the tJ-d('('ay of 2.'iF.

5.10.2 Half-life Calculation and Results.

Gates were set on the 1703 keY, 1613 keY and 575 keV -v-rays and tilt' d('('a~' spl'ctra \\'1'1"1'

fitted using the method of maximum likelihood.

The value obtained was: T1/2 = 50 ± 6 ms, figure 5.32. which is consistvnt with t lu-

previous measurement [Reed 91].

5.10.3 Comparisons with Single Particle Shell Model Calculations.

The level scheme deduced for 25Ne from the experimental results and tilt' shell IlIod,,1 calcll-

lations performed by Suhonen [Suho 98] using the USD interaction [Wild 8·1]art' shown in

figure 5.30 along with the results from the previous experiments, The ground statl' of 2·'F

is predicted to have a spin and parity of 5/2+ and that of 2:)~(, to han' 1/2+. so .J-d,'ca.,·s

from ground state to ground state could not proceed by an allowed transit ion.

The lowest identified level from the results of Woods et al. has lH't'II interpret I'd as hl'ing

a doublet separated by 100 keY at 1.7 MeV which is entirely consistent with the shell model

calculations and both are predicted to be populated directly by allowed ;i-d('ca~·s. \\'oods

et al. argue that, from reaction mechanism considerations awl calculated sprxt rnsropir

factors, the peak observed at 1.74 ~leV was most probably tho 3/2+ 1(1"1'1pn'dictt'd at

1687 keY. The calculated 10gIO It value for this state predicts that this k"d should 1)('

populated more strongly in the ,a-decay than the predicted 1779 keV 5/2+ level sllMPst illl4

that the 1703 keY ')'-ray observed in this work arises from tilt' 3/2+ I('wl 11." it d{'('ays to

the ground state; the energy of this level would he consistent with t host' observed ill bot h
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Figure 5,32: Half-life decay curves associated with the ,:I-de('a~' of :r'F, TIU's(' ('III'\'I'S WI'I'f'

produced by setting gates on three of the i3-delayed ~I-ra~'s from t he d('('a,\' of :l,', F and

performing a maximum likelihood fit to the curves,

transfer reaction studies. The determined loglO It value for this 1(,\',,1is ('ollsist 1'111 wit II all

allowed transition for the i3-decay to this state (see table 5,22),

The 1613 keV ,-ray transition has been assigned as feeding t hv 1iO:! k"V sr an- arisill!!,

from a level at 3316 keV. In principle this, ray could also represent tho de('a~' of till' sorond

level predicted near 1.7 ~IeV to the ground state of 2!i~e, However, II.I' Hil:3 k(,\' and

575 kr-V transitions sum to 2188 ke'V, suggesting that those three I rays form two difforvnt

decay paths between common states, Xo states are predicted near 2,2 ~II'V h~' th(' shell

model calculations. The energy of tho level at 3316 kpV would Ill' onr irolv ('()lIsist('llt with

the energies observed in the transfer measurements. The calculated loglO It valuox indican-
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E1el'el % fed Q3 loglO /t
(keY) (~I('\")

3890.8 ± 1.5 17 ± 2 9440 ± 90 4.54 ± 0.11

3316.1 ± 1.4 2.5 ± 2.0 10010 ± 90 5.6 ± 1.2

1702.7 ± 0.7 21 ± 4 11630 ± 90 4.92 ± 0.13

0 46 ± 9 13330 ± 90 4.86 ± 0.13

Table 5.22: The states produced in the decay of 25F to 2.'\:\e awl their corresponding loglO /t
values.

that the 5/2+ level at 2971 keY would be more strongly populated in t.11I'fi-dl't'ay of :.1'-'F

than the 3/2+ level predicted at 2967 keV. Woods et al. argile that. the II'\'('I tllf')' ohsl'l'\'l'

is more likely to correspond to the 3/2+ level than the 5/2+ level,

The 575 keY , ray has been assigned to feed the 3316 keY' state from a 1<'\'<'1at an r-xri-

tation energy of 3891 keY which would be inconsistent with the energy of 4.07 ± O.O;l :\11'\'

measured by Woods et al.. The shell model predicts a 7/2+ level at 3638 kr-V to Ill' st.ronglv

populated in the ,B-decay as would the 5/2+ level at 4226 kcV although this latter level

would lie above the neutron emission threshold of 4183 ± 46 ke\' [Audi 95]. TIll' 2188 kp\'

, ray would fit with this sequence as representing the decay of the 3~91 koV level dirvrt ly t ()

the 1703 keV level. The level energies and feeding intensities an' summarised in tabl« :;.:n
along with the 10glO/t values which are all consistent with allowed transitions.

A fifth ,-ray line at 776.3 ± 0.7 keY could only be tentatively assigned to a transition in

2.5~e with an intensity of 2..0 ± 1.0 -y-rays per 100 25F (i-decays. If this ,)-ray \\'('1'(' to fpI'd

the 3316 keV level it would imply a state at 4092 keY which would be consistent with hot It

of the transfer measurements and the shell model predictions. However, this suggl'sts that

there would be little or no direct feeding of the 3316 keV level. One possible explanat ion for

this apparent discrepancy could be that there is another ')'-decay path from the 3316 kr-V

state direct to the ground state which would have a very low detection efficiency (:::::(},;j 'i{)

in th.is experiment.

The observed ,-ray intensity from the tentative level scheme and an averag« value of t IH'

{i-delayed neutron emission accounts for 54 ± 9 % of the total strength. There an' s(,\'pral
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different possibilities that could account for some of the missing strougt h. TIll' proviously

mentioned direct feeding of the 3316 keY state to the ground start' could arcount for till'

intensity. as could the direct decay from the tentative state at 4092 keY (('ttki(,llc~· :::::;o.:! 'X).

5.11

The particle stability of 23F 17 was established by Westfall [W('st i9] from t 11(' fragment at iOI1

of a 212 )_leVlA 48Ca beam on a Be target. Although then' art' mass measurements of :.!fiF.

[\Vout 88, Orr 91], there are no half-life or !3-delayed -y-ray emission measurements.

A total of 47497 26F nuclei were produced during the experiment from thrre diffl'r(,llt

settings: 26F, 31l\"a and 19B, this is summarised in table 5.23

LISE3 Setting Yield Rate s-I

26F 44693 0.52

31Xa 202 OJ)05

19B 2602 0.015

Total I 474971 II
Table 5.23: The LISE3 settings and the yield of 26F nuclei produced at each sl'tlill~ with

the corresponding implantation rate.

26F ,3-decays to 26~e with a Q-value = 17860 ± 130 ke\" [Audi 95]. :.!fi:'\I' is it I1l1dl'IIS

of special interest, not only because of its neutron richness, hut because it is prl'dictl'd

to be a member of the exotic class of what ha" been called t Ill' doubly-magic deformed

nuclei. Bohr and Mottelson [Bohr 75] pointed out that for major to minor axis rat io of

2: 1, or a (32 deformation of 0.6, large gaps between single part ide levels develop at 1·l'l"tain

nucleon numbers. These new shell gaps occur at different positions than for sphvrirnl mu-lei.

The new magic numbers are 2, 4, 10, 16, ... Therefore the doubly-magic deformed nuclei

would be gHe,!, ~4BelO, r8l'e16,ete. a" predicted by Sheline [Shel 76]. Although t.lu- initial

calculations were performed using a harmonic oscillator potr-nr.inl, a more realist ir potr-nt.ial

indicated essentially the same result [Ragn 81].

26~(' was first observed by Artukh [Artu 70a] by bombarding 174 )_leV 22:,\(, ions Oil a
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:2:12Th target. Xann et al. [Xann 80] using a pion double charge exchange reaction 011 'lfi~lg:

2H~Ig(ir-. ir+f6~r observed an excited state at ~ 3.75 ~Ie\'. This state was assigllt'd to Ilt'

0+ d 11(' to t he kinematic restriction of the transmission of only L = 0 t ransi t ions from t hei r

experimental technique.

5.11.1 Beta-delayed Gamma-ray Spectrum.

The spectrum produced from the /3-delayed , ray emission of 26F is shown in figur« ;;.;~;j

with a time condition that only ,8-delayed , rays occurring within 50 ms of an implant at ion

of a 26F ion are taken. Two lines have been identified which an' still prominent aft!'r

60 26F (a)
Cl)

50- 40c:~
0 30o 20

10
0

60 26F _ bg (b) 0
50 N

Cl) 40-c: ~~ 30 r-
0 \0o 20

10
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Figure 5.33: The /3-delayed , ray spectrum produced for 26F (a) awl t lu- rorrospondiiu;

background subtracted (b).

a normalised fraction of the background has been removed and t hose an' summarised III

table 5.24.
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E.., II' I.., I)

(keY) (relative) (per 100 decays)

1673.0 ± 0.3 8880 ± 1040 28 ± 4 19 ± 2

2018.2 ± 0.1 31970 ± 2950 100 ± 10 67 ± 6

Table 5.24: Energy and intensity of ,-rays observed in the {J-dpcay of 2liF.

The P n value for 26F was also measured for the first time from this experiment in the

parallel analysis of the data, and a value of 11 ± 4 % was obtained. :\0 "'(rays are observed

which are associated with the decay of 25Ne (see section 5.10).

5.11.2 Half-life Calculation and Results.

Gates were set on the 1673 keY and 2018 keY transitions and a maximum likelihood fit

was applied on the individual lifetime spectra. The values obtained were consistent and all

average value of the measured lifetimes was taken. The value obtained was 10 ± 1 illS (S('I'

figure 5.34).

5.11.3 Comparisons with Single Particle Shell Model Calculations.

Based on the measured intensities of the, rays, the more intense line at 2018 keV is assiglll'd

to represent the 2+ --t 0+ transition in 26Ne, while the 1673 keY line is assumed to represent

a "'(-decay to this 2+ level (see figure 5.35). The relative intensities of these two linos and

the non-observation of any other ",(-ray lines indicate that both levels are populated directly

in the /3-decay of 26F. This interpretation is consistent with the level scheme calculated in

the spherical shell model using the USD interaction [Wild 84] which is compared with till'

experimental level scheme in figure 5.35. The ground state of 26F is predicted to have a spin

and parity assignment of J7r = 1+ and would restrict the 3691 keY level to have ,J7I' = 0+

or 2+ assuming an allowed /3-decay.

The energy of this state is consistent with that measured by Nann et al. and is shown in

figure 5.35 for comparison. Since we would expect to observe this level in our measurements,

assuming J7r = 1+ for the 26F ground state, the 3691 keY level is tentatively assigned as

the 0+ level observed by Nann et al. This observation is consistent with the level scheme of
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Figure 5.34: Half-life decay curves associated with the ,B-decay of 26F. TIH's(' curves \\"('rl'

produced by setting gates on the two known ;3-delayed -v-rays from the decay of :If'F and

performing a maximum likelihood fit to the curves.

28l\1g [Guil 84], deduced from the ,a-decay of the J1r = 1+ ground state of 21!~a [Hut)!' 78] ill

which the two most strongly populated excited states are the first and second excited sta«\s

with J" = 2+ and 0+ respectively. If the relative feeding strength of the second excited 2+

level in the decay of 26F were similar to that in the decay of the isotone 28~a the ,-ray

intensity from this level to the ground state of 26Ne would be below the sensitivity limits

of the present experiment. The feeding intensities and 10glO It value deduced for each 11'\"('1

are represented in table 5.25, from which it can be seen that all of the values are consistent

with allowed ,B-decay transitions. The feeding intensity of the ground state of 21 ± 7 %

arises from the combination of the absolute feeding intensities of the levels deduced in the
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Figure 5.35: Comparison of a) the shell model calculations with the uSD interar-tion

[Wild 84]; b) the partial decay scheme deduced in the present work; and c) the ('III'rgy

levels identified by Nann et al. The excitation energies of the levels and the ,-ray transit ion

energies are given to the nearest keY.

above interpretation and the Pn value.

Figure 5.36 shows the excitation energies of the even-even nuclei in this region including

the present measurement for 26Ne. The excitation energy of the lowest-lying 2+ 1(\\'1'1is

significantly lower in 32Mg than in neighbouring nuclei and is known to arise due to Tl\lg

having a deformed ground state [Fuku 92]. It is evident that the excitation energy measured

for the 2+ level in 26~e is compatible with the known value of 1982 keY for 21:\(, [Dufo 86].

5.12 27F.

Gillibert et al. [Gill 86] first observed 2JF18 by fragmenting a 044MeY lA beam of ·10Ar 011

a thick Ta target. There have been no previous /1-delayed "t ray or neutron emission mea-
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Elf'I'el
yf 7r fed QJ loglO It

[ke Y) (ke Y)

3691.2 ± 0.3 0+ 19 ± 2 14169 ± 130 -1.69 ± 0.11

2018.2 ± 0.1 2+ 49 ± 7 15842 ± 130 4.53 ± 0.13

0 0+ 22 ± 10 17860 ± 130 5.2 ± 0.-1

Table 5.25: The states produced in the decay of 26F to 26:\"e and their corresponding

loglO It values. The total number of 26F nuclei produced decaying to the 21):\"(, ground st ar«

is corrected for the /3-n channel to 25:\"e. which has a measured probability of 11 ± -l fX
[Tara 97b]

surements performed but the half-life was previously measured by Tarasov et al. [Tara 9ia]

to be 5.3 ± 0.9 illS.

A total of 10266 27F nuclei were produced during the experiment from four difforont

settings: :31 Xa, 26F, 19B and 29F, this is summarised in table 5.26.

LISE3 Setting Yield Rate S-1

31Na 1426 0.03

26F 3606 0.04

19B 4608 0.03

29F 626 0.004

Total 110266 I
Table 5.26: The LISE3 settings and the yield of 27F nuclei produced at each sl'ttilll!; with

the implantation rate.

5.12.1 Beta-delayed Gamma-ray Spectrum.

Tho energy spectrum of ,3-delayed ,-rays occurring within 30 illS of the dptf'ctioll of a :.!iF

ion is shown in figure 5.37b. Only a single ,-ray line is evident in this spectrum, at all ('Il('r~y

of 2018 kr-V, the energy of the 2+ -t 0+ transition in 26:\"e identified above. FiJ,!;1Ir1';),;3'ia
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shows the energy spectrum taken for 26F for the same time range for comparison. This is

compatible with the P1l value measurement of 90 ~jg % in the parallel analysis of this data

[Tara 97bJ. The energy and intensity of this')' ray are summarised in table 5.27

E,. I,. I,.

(keV) (per 100 decays)

2018.1 ± 1.0 1850 ± 350 18 ± 3

Table 5.27: Energy and corrected intensity of the')' ray observed ill the /j-decay of 27F.
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Figure 5.37: Gamma-ray spectra from the study of 27F looking for ,1-dela.Yf'd ,-('\"('nts.

Spectrum (a) shows the total number of .a-delayed, events collected 30 ms after a :.1fiF ion

is detected. Spectrum (b) shows the total number of {J-delayed ,-('Wilts collected :JO illS

after a 27F ion is detected.

The high P" value and absolute intensity of the "f ray gives an indication of the relative

population of the ground state and excited states in the neutron emission process as given ill

table 5.28 and figure 5.38. These measurements and the absence of any other ')'-ra~' line ill

Elevel J7r % fed

(keV) Normalised to 100

2018 ± 1.0 2+ 18 ± 3
0 0+ 82 ± 3

Table 5.28: The foeding intensities of the states in 26Ne via the JJ-n decay channel of :.17F.
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Figure 5.38: Schematic showing the (3-decay of 27F.

the spectrum are also consistent with the low neutron separation energy of loW8 ± lOG k.. \·

for 27;\;e [Audi 95] and shell model calculations, which predict that. no exrit ..d 11'\'('ls lx-low

this threshold are strongly populated in the /3-decay.

5.12.2 Half-life Calculation and Results.

The half-life measured in the present work for 27F was 6.5 ± 1.1 ms, figur« 0.:39. fWIII IIII'

difference between the implantation of a 27F ion and the detection of anv ,j-~! 1'\'1'111, This

is consistent with the previous measurement.

5.13 2!)F.

The next particle bound isotope of fluorine is 23F20 as 2gF 19 is known to 1)(' part.icle 11Il-

bound [Guil 89]. 29F was first observed in an experiment by Guillemaud-Mueller et ut. by

fragmenting 4RCalIH at 55 MeV/A on a Ta target. Tarasov et al. previously measured till'

half-life [Tara 97a].

A total yield of 651 29F nuclei were produced during this experiment at 0111' set t ing of

the spectrometer for 29F with a count rate of 0.004 nuclei S-I. From such a small numbor of

nuclei produced it was not possible to obtain any /J-delayed "(-ray information for :.!!IF hut

a measuremont of the half-life was viable, yielding a value of 2.9 ± 0.8 illS (s('(' figure 5,:39)

which is consistent with the previous reported value of 2.4 ± 0.8 illS [Tara 97a],



29F 2.9+/-0.8 nns

27F 6.5 +/- l.l ms
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Figure 5.39: Bottom spectrum shows the half-life curve associated with t ho dl'("11.'· of llF.

The top OIH' shows that corresponding to 29F.

5.14

Viyogi et al. [Viyo 79] and Symons et al. [Symo 79J confirmed the particle st ability of

i~~elR during some of the first few experiments involving fragment at ion 1"('a("1 ions ainuxl

at searching for neutron-rich nuclei. III these experiments a ·10Ar beam at 2n :\1('\"j:\ was

fragmented 011 a C target. A total yield of 105018 28Ne nuclei was produced during this

experiment making it the most prolifically produced nuclide. This yield was produced al

thro« settings and is summarised ill table 5.29.

Previous measurements of the half-life of 28~e (17 ± -! ms] and of the P" value for lK:\(,

(22 ± ;j (X) [Teng 92] have been performed but no f3-~( information has proviously J"'('ll

obtaillPd for 2K:\(,. 2K~e[j-decays to 28~a with a Qj- of 12310 ± 136 keV [Audi 95] awl tilt'
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LISE3 Setting Yield Rate s-1

31Xa -17-12 0.11

26F 97896 1.13

19B 2380 0.01

Total 11050181

Table 5.29: The LISE3 settings and the yield of 28Ne nuclei produced at those sett ings wit h

the implantation rate.

ground state of the daughter nucleus has been previously measured as being 1+ [Roek 7-t1

5.14.1 Beta-delayed Gamma-ray Spectrum.

The energy spectrum of ,a-delayed '"'(rays observed within 50 illS of the arrival of a 2H:'\(' ion

is shown in figure 5.40a and figure 5.40b shows the corresponding background suhtracnxl

spectrum. Of the four prominent peaks that are marked in the latter spectrum, thos« at

1473 keV and 2389 keV arise from the two most strongly populated exci ted stall's in 2H:\ Ig

[Roek 741 (t1/2 = 30.5 ±0.4 ms). The other marked '"'(ray lines are unknown and han' heon

assigned to the decay from excited states in 28Na. These two '"'(rays are summarised in

table 5.30.

The Pn value for 28Ne was also rerneasured in the parallel analysis of tho data [Tara 97b]

to be 11 ± 3 %, which is consistent with previous measurements [Teng 92, Reed 91]. Also

produced in this experiment with a yield of 13275 nuclei was 271\'1'at one setting of the

spectrometer (26F) with a count rate of 0.15 nuclei S-I. This was insufficient to iden-

tify /j-delayed '"'(rays, but the daughter nucleus of the ,a-decay of this nucleus, :.!7:'\a. has

some known excited states at 1.72 ± 0.04 MeV, 2.21 ± 0.03 MeV, 3.82 ± O.O-l ~I<'\'.

4.98 ± 0.05 MeV and 5.59 ± 0.05 MeV (from Fifield et al. [Fifi 85]) from the n-artion

26Mg(,80, 17F)27Na with a beam energy of 100 MeV. None of these states would produce ~f

rays that would coincide with the observed '"'(rays. Furthermore, the widths of the 865 kr-V

and and 2063 keY '"'(-ray lines show no sign of Doppler broadening, suggesting that t.hoy art'

not emitted after neutron emission. It is tentatively concluded that the '"'(-rays an' indeed

from excited states in 28Na.
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Figure 5.40: Gamma-ray spectra from the study of 28:\(, looking for .I-dt·layt·" v-r-v ..nts.

Spectrum (a) shows the total number of fJ-delayed ,-events collected wit hin ;jO illS afn-r

a 28Ne ion is detected. Spectrum (b) shows the corresponding background suht r.utr-d

fJ-deJayed "(-ray spectra with four peaks labelled; those labelled wit h a eirelt' hav« 111'('11

assigned as to be arising from excited states in 28Na, and those with a diamond art· from

known excited states in 28l\Ig.

E1 11 11 I..,
(keV) (relative) (per lOO decays)

864.5 ± 0.4 3500 ± 400 18 ± 2 3.3 ± 0..1

2062.9 ± 0.3 20000 ± 1200 100 ± 6 19 ± 2

Table 5.30: Energy and intensity of"( rays observed in t he JJ-dt'('ay of'lM\t'.
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5.14.2 Half-life Calculation and Results.

Tho half-life for 2H:\p was calculated using :-ra~' gatt's sC't on rhe 86;) kc'\' and 2()(i:J kc'\'

transitions and an average half-lift' was obtained from maximum likelihood fits to t lu- ill-

dividual time difference spectra. The value obtained was 18 ± :1 illS. figur« ,·I.ll. which i~

consistent with the previous measurement.

2063k,V (,10) j

100~~~~~--4-~~~~
10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Time (ms)

o

Figure 3.-11: Half-life decay curves associated with the iJ-<lf'cay of ~x:\('. ThC'sc' f'llr\'l'~ wi-n-

produced by setting gates on the two /:I-delayed f rays from the d<'('a~'of :.!x:\c>.uul appl.'·illJ.\

a maximum likelihood fit to the curves.

5.14.3 Comparisons with Single Particle Shell Model Calculations.

Since n~a is the heaviest sodium isotope studied using transfer reactions. till' -, ra.vs as-

signed to heavier isotopes can only be compared with shell model calculat ions. Tho lev..1



scheme calculated using the CSD interaction [\rild 8-1] is shown in figurt· 5.·12. :\Olt' Ihal
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Figure 5.42: Level schemes produced for 28Na by Suhonen [Suho 98] (h-It ) wit h 1111' 1111'-

oretical 10glO It values, shown together with the level scheme for :.IM:\a "{'(hlt·(·d from I his

work (right).

the ground state spin and parity of 28Na has been determined as being 1+ [Rook ;.11. rat lu-r

than the 2+ level which is predicted to lie 92 keY below the lowest 1+ state'.

The shell model calculations predict there to be three excited 1+ statt'S 1)('1\\'1'('" IIII'

ground state and the one neutron separation energy which could IH' populated hv allowr«]

,B-decays from 28Ne. The two higher levels at 2258 keY and 2796 keV arc' pn'di('lt'e!lo ha\'('

lower 10glOIt values than the state at 1658 keV. The -v-rays identified ill t he' present work

would therefore provide good agreement with the calculations if the 2063 kr-V t ransit ion

were to correspond to the -y-ray of the 1+ level at 2258 keY to the ground slate' and IIIf'

865 keY transition arising from a level at 2927 keY feeding this st atr- and would ('Om'spoue!

to the predicted 1+ level at 2796 keY. In principle, however, the observed .., rays C'OuJdfl'l'd

the low-lying 2+ level and the ,-decay of this level to the ground state would 1)(' unuhservod.
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being below the ('u('rgy t hreshold of t he' germanium clt'tt'ctors. TIll' teutat in' part ial IC'\"I'I

scheme is proposed ill figure 5.-l2 and compared with the' shell model cah-ularions. Thr-r«

is no strong evidence for a ~f-ray line at 1.6 ~I(>\' which could represent t lu- dl'l'a,\' of IIIC'

predicted level at 1658 kev' to the ground state. The deduced loglO It values for t lu- n-nt ar iv«

level scheme are given in table 5.31. The direct feeding of the ground st at« has hl'('11assulIIC'c1

Elevel J7r % fed Qa loglll It
(keV) (keV)

2927.4 ± 0.5 1+ 3.5 ± 0.5 9380 ± 150 ..J.81± o.tu
2062.9 ± 0.3 1+ 16 ± 2 10250 ± 150 ..J.32± 0.11

0 1+ 6-1± 31 12300 ± 150 ·to' ± IUO

Table 5.31: The states produced in the decay of 28:\,<, to 2R:\'a and t lu-ir ('()rrc'spCllldill~

10gIO It values. I The total number of 28:\'e nuclei produced ci('('aying to 'lH~a is corl"l'c'lc'c1

for the {1-n channel to 27~a, which has an average probability of 16 ± :2 Ii{ .

to account for all the unobserved decay strength and results in Cl reasonabl« logw It vahn-.

:\. highly fragmented decay path of the excited states would reduce tIll' aSSll11l1'C I fl'l'clill~

intensity of the ground state and hence increase the 10gIO It value.

5.15 29Ne.

Cuillemaud-~Iueller et al. [CuiI90] observed I5:\'C19 by fragmenting a ..J·t~II'\,/:\ lx-am of

48ea on a tantalum target. The decay half-life of this nucleus was 1'1'('('lItIy nu-asurr-d ,,~.

Tarasoo et al. [Tara 97aJ to be 15 ± 3 ms.

A total yield of 8625 29Ne nuclei were produced during this experiment fWIII four ~C'I·

tings: .112\"a,26F, 19B and 29F and the production rates are summarised ill tahk- j.:S2,

5.15.1 Beta-delayed Gamma-ray Spectrum.

The sp('ct.rUlll of fj-delay('d ., rays occurring within 50 rns of the arrival of Cl 2!I:,\p ion is shown

in figure 5.-l3a and the corresponding background subtracted spectrum ill figure· j.·I:Jh.

There are four identified 'Y rays which do not arise fro III the decay of t he daughter nurleus
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LISE3 Setting Yield Raft> s-I

:H:\a 5319 0.12

26F 2546 0.03

198 5-15 0.003

29F 215 0.001

Total I 8625 I
Table 5.32: The LISE3 settings and the yield of 29~e nuclei produced at earh sc>tlill~ with

the corresponding implantation rate.

[Lang 85, Guil 84J. The Pn value of 27 ± 9 % was measured in a parallel analysis of II...

current data [Tara 97bJ and the four identified, rays do not correspond to thos., -, ra.,"s

tentatively assigned to transitions in 28l\'a. They have therefore been tentat ivelv a."isi~lU·d

to transitions in 29:\a, as summarised in table 5.33. The, ray at 2822 ± :J k.,\· has a

E-y I-y I.y I')
(keV) (relative) (per 100 decays]

223.8 ± 0.7 880 ± 160 19 ± 6 10 ± 2

1176.5 ± 1.0 1550 ± 260 33 ± 9 18 ± 3

2918.2 ± 1.5 4720 ± 1110 100 ± 24 55 ± 13

Table 5.33: Energy and corrected intensity of, rays observed in the O-dc·c'ayof "1":\.,.

measured intensity of 13 ± 10 % and due to the low {3-, efficiency (::::::o.-t 'Ii) aml slllall

number of counts in the peak, it has been only tentatively identified as a peak and will 11111

be further discussed in the following section.

5.15.2 Half-lifeCalculation and Results.

The half-life for 29Ne was measured to be 17 ± 3 ms from performing a maximum likelihood

fit, figure 5.4-1.

1\'0 gates were set on the assigned ,-ray transitions and the ratio of background 10 pr-ak
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Figure 5.43: Gamma-ray spectra from the study of 29Ne looking for ;I-d('la~'l'd """,'f'lIls,

Spectrum (a) shows the total number of ,B-delayed "( events collected within .')0 illS aftf'r

a 29Ne ion is detected, There are three peaks labelled in spectrum (h) which shows till'

corresponding background-subtracted spectrum.

intensity is quite high which could contribute towards the spurious points at the 100Ig('rt iuu-

interval after an ion implantation.

5.15.3 Discussion of 29Ne.

As with 28Na, it is only possible to compare the ,,(-rays assigned to this nucleus with t lu- sln-l]

model calculations performed using the usn interaction [Wild 84J as shown in figure 5,·!.';,

The ground state spin and parity of 29Na has been previously measured to Iw "J/2' from

laser and i3-decay measurements [Hube 78, Guil84] in contradiction to t he 5/2+ pn'dil"ll'd

to lie 137 keV below the 3/2+ state in the usn interaction. TIlt' spin and paritv of tIll'

ground state of 29Ne is predicted to be 3/2+ from shell model calculations [Sullo !.1M].t lu-
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Figure 5.44: Decay half-life spectra associated wit h 29,:10:\1'.

theoreticalloglO jt values shown in figure 5.45 indicates that 29:\(, is ('XI)t'ct('(1 to j-cl(·cay 10

the 29Na ground state.

The 2918 keV '"'forayaccounts for 55 % of the total decay strength and is siguifiraut lv

more intense than the other two '"'foraylines suggesting that it possibly represents Ilu- dl'c·a.\'

of a level at 2918 keV directly to the ground state. The shell model calrulat ions prr-dict a

3/2+ level at 2807 keV which has a theoretical loglO It value of 4.9 indicating all allowed

transition. This energy corresponds well to the 2918 keV transition.

The placement of the 224 keV and 1177 keV transitions is not so clear and t IIC'low

statistics hamper the construction of a level scheme for 29Na in the current work.
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Figure 5.45: Shell model calculations with the USD interaction [Wild 84J, including ('aku-

lated theoretical logJO jt values.

5.16 30Ne.

Orr et al. [Orr 91] have suggested that the N = 20 shell closure for till' singly magk nudc'us

18Ne20 may not be valid. This conclusion arose from the measured mass ('XC'('ssdifrc'rill~

from the predicted shell model calculations [Warb 90] by approximately -2 ~h·V. similar

to the effect seen in 31Na and 32Mg [Thib 75, Detr 83J. This conclusion is also supported

by several large scale shell model calculations [Fuku 92, Pove 94, Warh 90]. TI)(' ground

state of 30Ne is expected to have a majority intruder (2hw) character whereas tho ground

state of 30Na has been calculated to be mostly an sd shell (Ohw) configuration [Pove ~il·
Consequently one would expect that the ,a-decays of the ground state of 30:,\(,should mainlv

populate the 2hw states in 30Na.

A total yield of 3000 30Ne nuclei were produced during this experiment at. Ihree sc·tlings:

31Na, 19B and 29F and this is summarised in table 5.34.
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Table 5,34: TIl(' LISE:! spltillgs awl t In- yield of :10:\1' IIIIcil'i al I'a('h SI'I( illg wjt It 1111'pro.

duction rate,

5,16.1 Beta-delayed Gamma-ray Spectrum.

The energy spectrum produced from till' ,1·d(,I;I~'l'd ~! I'a~'s ('lIliltl'd \\il hill :111IllS of till'

implantation of a :JO~(' ion is shown in figun- 5,·I(jIl, ()nl~' 0111' Iwak i:. oil:'l'l'\'l'd whieh i.. 1101

known from the decav of :Ul:\a [Baum 89] alii I till' P,. vnhu- forll):\I' \\'Il~ 1I1I'1I)\lIn'«l10 III'

9 ± 17 fX in tho parallel annlvsis [Tara !Jih] indira! illg thaI I his v-rnv lillI' III11s1n'pn'!'>!'111

a transition ill :IO:"a, TIll' characteris: iI's of I his pr-ak ;,,'f' sUlIllIlarisl'd ill Iahlt' .-),:,."),

~_(_:_(~~_,_)_-+-__ I_') ..[~H~I-t~',I,""'~')
150,6 ± 0,2 2850 ± :JOO !J;) t III

'-- --' ---- ----_-- - --

5.16.2 Half-life Calculation and Results.

A gate was set on t h« 151 kl'\' transition and it vahu: of ti.!J ± 1.'-) illS for IIu- half·lifl' was

obtained after applying a maximum likelihood IiI 10 IIII' dOlIa. !'>C'«'figun' ;),11. whil'h i..

consistent with the previous II II 'as II reun-ut [Tara 9ia],

5.16.3 Comparisons with Single Part.icle Shell Model Calculat.ions.

TIl<' calculated lowest ('IH'rg~' Oh.....:and 211 ..,; k-vcls ill :1O\a usill~ t lu- \\,B\IB illll'flU'1 ion

[Warb 90] are shown ill figurr- 5.4i, TIU' 1+ 11'\,..1 predicted 10 IiI' 2ifi kl'\' a!,II\'I' tilt' 2·
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Figure 5.46: Gamma-ray spectrum from the study of 30Ne looking for ,j-dl'la~'f'd ~.-f'\"I'lils.

Spectrum (a) shows the total number of ,,-delayed ,,(-ewnts roll ..rtr-d 30 illS afl"r 011°:,\ ..

ion is detected, there is one peak labelled. The insert spectrum (h) shows HII 1'lIlar~1'1l14'1I1

of the 100 -+ 250 keV region.

lowest 2hw state is expected, from the calculations, to haw strong din-et f(~'dillg (,~. all

allowed /3-decay from the ground state of 30Ne, so the "(-ray identified in Iln- prl'Sf'nl wcIrk

is tentatively assigned to the decay of the 1+ level to the 2+ state.

The excitation energy of the lowest-lying 2ftw state above the OT,w ground stall' ill :1O:'\a is

caiculat<'d to be 1423 keV in the present work, which compares with till' previous ('slilllal ..s

of ~ 1.9 ~leV [Pove 94J and ~ 0.8 MeV [Warb 90]. The spin of the ground stall' has I)('('n

determined to he 2 ft [Hube 78] and in principle one would ('X)('("I t IIC'lowest 2(,...: sIalc'

eventually to decay by some path to the Onw ground state. However. IHI ('\"id"I ...c' ("ould IIC'

found ill the spectrum of figure 5.46 for any connecting transition. although this lI1ay 1)(' a

reflection of the lower detection efficiency for higher energy "( rays and a possibly fragllll'lItl'c1
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Figure 5.47: Comparison of a) the tentative experimental level sdu'lIu' for .1()~a willa It)

shell model estimates of the lowest energy Ohw and 2hw levels calculated usillJ!, Ihe \\"B~ IB

interaction [Warb 90J. The solid lines represent the energies of the Ohw levels. while IIII'

2hw levels are indicated by the dashed lines. The relative energies of til(' lowest-Iving lith..:

and 2r~w levels, denoted here by x, is unknown in 30Xa. See text for details of Iln-oret irnl

estimates of this quantity.

decay path between the states.

Assuming that all of the observed strength arises as a result of dirert .j-dl·(·a.\' fl't'clillg III'

the level gives the loglO It value for the population of the 151 k('V st ate to hI' a. j ± 11.2(~I't·

table 5.36) which is consistent with an allowed t.ransition. Given that Ihe 0111' 1I1'IIt roll ~I'P-

Ell'vel % fed Qo IOKIO It
(ke\') (keV)

150.6 ± 0.2 100 ± 10 13500 ± 150 3.7 ± 0.2

Table 5.36: The state produced in the decay of aO~e to 30~a and its ('orrl'spoJl(lill)!, lo)!,10 It
value,

aration eBergy of :1O:\'a is 2100 ± 300 ke\' [Audi 95J and the next 2" ..,.: I+ stall' is calC'lll;lll'd

to lip around 2 :\IeV above the 2n.w 'ground state', it does not St'(_'1lI uun-asonahk- t hat Ibis
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strengt h should represent essentially all of the strength not involving neutron emission /11111

is entirely consistent with shell model predictions.

5.17 Summary.

This work has presented the first ;3-delayed -v-ray measurements for t(,11 nuclei l'C'sidill~

close to or at the neutron drip line. In some cases it has been possible' to interpret lilt'

measured )'-ray spectra through comparison with shell model calculations and trausfer

reaction measurements. The results from the parallel analysis of this work looking /II

just the ,B-delayed neutron emission have shown good agreement with tilt' results shown

here looking at the ,B-delayed )'-ray measurements. Also shown here for SOUlI' of Ilit' lIu('It'i

presented were the half-life measurements performed which have compared Iavourablv wit h

previous measurements of these values

Some of the nuclei investigated here are also the subject of Coulomb excitation alii I

in-beam fragmentation measurements [Azai 98] which potentially provide's romph-nu-nt arv

information, as well as the prospect of measuring excited levels in nuclei such a." :1O:\c'wlu-n-

the (3-decay precursors are unbound. Data from a recent deep-inolastic experiuu-nt IIsill~

the Euroball array with a 26Mg beam on a 208Pb target will further romplemcut III<' n-sulrs

presented here.

Increases in the beam intensity and )'-ray detection efficiency that will S(HIII 111'availahl«

will offer new opportunities for extending the present studies as will tilt' futuro prospc'c'l of

accelerated radioactive beams. This could lead to further Coulomb exci tat ion and Irausfer

reaction experiments to probe the energy level structure of extremely neut roll rich nurl ..i

at the limits of stability.
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